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Abstract
I identify local, inter-industry productivity spillovers net of congestion and competition in twentieth century US manufacturing. I do so along four “Marshallian” industry
connectivities: input supplying, output consuming, labor pooling, and ideas sharing.
For identification, I use as natural experiments two major inventions in newly-digitized,
city-industry-year level US Censuses of Manufactures spanning 1880-1990: the automobile in 1904 and the semiconductor in 1958. Because both inventions were large,
unanticipated demand shocks to supplier industries, I can use the pre-invention share
of a city’s manufacturing employment in the shocked supplier industries an exogenous
measure of the city’s invention shock. I can then identify the net connectivity spillovers
by comparing pre- and post-invention employment between supplier-connected and unconnected industries, across cities with large versus small pre-invention supplier
shares. I find that in the early twentieth century, net connectivity spillovers were near
zero, except for negative net output consuming spillovers. In the late twentieth century,
net output consuming spillovers attenuated to zero while net labor pooling spillovers
became negative. These results are consistent with falling transportation costs, increased occupational specialization, and reduced worker migration. Together, they
point to limited and decreasing local, inter-industry productivity spillovers relative to
congestion and competition in twentieth century US manufacturing.
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Introduction
“There’s just about anything you want here [in Silicon Valley]... It’s not just one thing.

It’s labor, it’s materials, it’s access to shops, and it’s [fast response] time.”
-Jeffrey Kalb, CEO of computer manufacturer MasPar Computer Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, 1991

“My idea is that it would be fundamentally more economical to move a certain part of
our work into a community where the scale of wages is lower. If we bring labor from outside,
it immediately commands the scale of wages prevalent in Akron.... [I]f we move some of our
production ... we can easily afford to offer attractive inducements to get all we want of both
men and girls and still pay much less than we would in Akron.”
-Bertram Work, CEO of rubber manufacturer BFGoodrich, Akron, OH, 1913

As these two manufacturing CEOs observe, firms enjoy benefits but bear costs when they
cluster. The benefits stem from proximity to goods, people, and ideas (Marshall (1890)).
Close input suppliers and output customers reduce transportation costs and ease product
design and sale coordination.1 Thick labor markets facilitate specialization, better workerfirm matches, human capital investment, and entrepreneurialism.2 And densely grouped
firms can share knowledge and ideas more easily.3 On the costs side, co-location increases
congestion and competition for scarce, local resources: more crowded roads, stressed infrastructure, pollution, and increases in the prices of land, natural resources, and labor (Mills
(1967)).4
More than 30,000 business leaders each year in the US manufacturing sector face this
1

Marshall (1890), Rivera-Batiz (1988), Krugman (1991b), Rodriguez-Clark (1996), and Holmes (1999).
Helsey and Strange (1990), Diamond and Simon (1990), Porter (1990), Krugman (1991a), Duranton and
Puga (2001), Rotemburg and Saloner (2000), Rosenthal and Strange (2001), Combes and Duranton (2006),
and Dahl and Klepper (2007).
3
Glaeser et al. (1992), Saxenian (1996), Glaeser and Kahn (2001), Jaffe et al. (1993), and Audretsch and
Feldman (1996).
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tradeoff when choosing where to open a new establishment. Another 300,000 consider it
when deciding to continue production at their current site. State and local policymakers too
weigh the costs and benefits of clustering when they offer $80 billion annually in tax breaks
and subsidies to entice specific establishments to locate in particular jurisdictions.
In this paper, I measure which of these clustering forces—the productivity spillovers or
the congestion and competition costs—were larger in twentieth century US manufacturing.
I do so along the four dimensions of industry connectivity Marshall (1890) hypothesized:
input supplying, output consuming, labor sharing, and ideas collaborating. I find that over
the twentieth century, the benefits were limited and decreasing relative to the costs.
I begin with a theoretical model that highlights the dueling forces. Firms produce in
a large number of cities and industries, and have productivities that are affected by the
number of co-located workers in other industries. The effect is larger for industries sharing
a connectivity. The sign of the effect depends on whether the productivity spillovers are
greater than the congestion and competition costs. The model generates an equilibrium
equation expressing changes in industry employment within a city as a function of changes
in other-industry employment in the same city—with connected industries having larger
effects.
I estimate a reduced-form version of this equation using newly-digitized data and a novel
research design. The newly-digitized data are city-industry-year level records from US Censuses of Manufactures, 1880-1990. These provide detailed size and production-process information on more than 200 industries operating in over 100 US cities across the twentieth
century. I match them to historical input-output tables, US Censuses of Population, and
patent citations data, all of which measure the four Marshallian industry connectivities.
The novel research design then uses two major inventions recorded in the Censuses of
Manufactures—automobiles in 1904 and semiconductors (electronic components) in 1958—
as natural experiments. Each invention generated a significant demand shock to industries
supplying inputs to the new industry. Consequently, the supplier industries grew much
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faster than the rest of the manufacturing sector following the inventions. Because the inventions were unanticipated, cross-city variation in the pre-invention supplier share of each city’s
manufacturing employment can be used as an exogenous measure of the city’s post-invention
supplier industry growth. This allows the net connectivity spillovers to be identified.5 The
formal regression compares pre- and post-invention employment between industries connected versus unconnected to the suppliers, across cities with large versus small pre-invention
supplier shares. The identifying assumption is that any differences in invention anticipation
between supplier-connected and -unconnected industries were similar across cities. I show
evidence of this by documenting a lack of anticipation among the supplier industries, which
stood the most to benefit from the invention.
The triple-difference design produces net inter-industry spillovers for the early twentieth
century (1880-1930) that are close to zero along the labor pooling, ideas collaborating, and
input supplying connectivities, and negative along the output consuming connectivity. The
near zero net labor pooling and ideas collaborating spillovers are consistent with low levels
of formal education (human capital) in the economy and wage competition for local workers.
I show evidence of both. The negative net output consuming spillovers are in line with
high transportation costs, which make the purchase of local goods more attractive than the
purchase of non-local goods, even if local goods are slightly higher priced. I show evidence
of this as well.
By the late twentieth century (1940-1990), in contrast, as transportation costs fell and
manufacturing workers became increasingly specialized and less mobile, the net output consuming spillovers attenuated to zero—near the levels of the net input supplying spillovers—
while the net labor pooling spillovers became negative. The disappearance of a penalty for
proximity to an expanding, upstream industry is consistent with lower transportation costs
5

The same cannot be said for the invention industry. Measuring connectivity to the invention industry and
testing for differential growth between connected and unconnected industries in cities with larger invention
industry shares suffers from an omitted variable bias problem: a city or city-industry level unobservable
could lead both the invention and connected industries to expand in a city. Hence, I conduct my analysis
using supplier industries and pre-invention supplier shares rather than invention industries and invention
industry shares.
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easing the purchase of non-local goods. So too is the diminished advantage of nearness
to an expanding, downstream purchaser, as reflected in the near zero net input supplying
spillovers. Low shipping costs simply reduced the importance of proximity to suppliers and
customers.
Accompanying these transportation cost declines in the late twentieth century was greater
competition for increasingly local labor. With more specialization in manufacturing work
and declining migration of manufacturing workers between cities, proximity to an expanding
industry employing a similar workforce tightened local labor markets. As a result, industries
drawing employees from the same labor pool as expanding supplier industries contracted
in cities with larger supplier presences relative to cities with smaller supplier presences.
Productivity spillovers were not large enough to overcome these competition and congestion
costs. Hence, along the labor supplying connectivity, net spillovers declined.
Together with the 1880-1930 results, these 1940-1990 findings of near zero net input supplying, output consuming, and ideas collaborating spillovers, and negative net labor sharing
spillovers indicate that along the four “Marshallian” measures of industry connectivity, local
productivity spillovers were limited and decreasing relative to congestion and competition
costs across twentieth century US manufacturing.
Limited or negative net local spillovers are in line with the most recent, quasi-experimental
evidence on spillovers, particularly along human capital connectivities (Falck et al. (2012),
Borjas and Doran (2012)). The estimates are also within the confidence bounds of 34 earlier,
empirical agglomeration studies (Melo et al. (2009)). Moreover, many of the earlier studies
measured net spillovers due to natural advantages, spillovers within industries, or spillovers
outside of the manufacturing sector, all of which are empirically important, but not captured
here.6 Instead, in this paper I answer in a well-identified way with more than a century of
newly-digitized data and a novel research design, the question of how large net inter-industry
spillovers were in twentieth century US manufacturing, a sector that comprised between a
6

Steinberg (1991), Duranton and Puga (2000), Ellison et al. (2010), Duranton and Overman (2005),
Greenstone et al. (2010), Kline and Moretti (2014), and Hanlon and Miscio (2014).
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fifth and a third of all US economic activity from 1880 to 1990. In doing so, I shed new light
on the importance of the four industry connectivities originally theorized by Marshall (1890)
and of continued interest today to academics, business leaders, and policymakers alike.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical
model highlighting the net connectivity spillovers. Section 3 describes the newly-digitized
data. Section 4 details the inventions-based research design. Section 5 presents the net
connectivity spillover results. Section 6 compares the results to previous estimates and
investigates mechanisms. Section 7 concludes.

2

Theoretical Model of Agglomeration Sources
I begin by constructing a Roback (1982)-style model in which local industry expansions

affect co-located industries differentially based on the industries’ connectivities. In the model,
a large number of firms operate in a large number of industries indexed by i = {1, ..., I}
within a large number of cities indexed by c = {1, ..., C}. Each firm produces an industryspecific output good sold on the national market by choosing amounts of labor, capital,
and resources. Workers are identically-skilled and inelastically supply a unit of labor in
each period in the city-industry of their choice based on housing-cost-inclusive wages and an
idiosyncratic preference for each city.
Inter-industry agglomeration and competition and congestion are captured in the firms’
production functions. In particular, output, Y , for a firm in city c and industry i at time t
is a function of the three chosen inputs and the number of workers in the city employed in
other industries:7
γ
1−δ−γ
Rcit
Ycit = Acit [Πk6=i Lαcktik ] Lδcit Kcit

(1)

where Acit is technology, which is city-industry specific to reflect the fact that technology
7

Specifying firm productivity as a function of the number of workers in the city is similar to Helsey and
Strange (2014). Greenstone et al. (2010) and Hornbeck and Keskin (Forthcoming) specify productivity as a
function of the number of firms in the locality. Both are common in the agglomeration literature.
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flows more fluidly across co-located firms in the same industry rather than across geographically or economically distant firms; Lckt is employment in industry k 6= i in city c at time t,
which affects output in industry i differentially depending on the relative magnitude of the
productivity spillovers and congestion and competition forces captured by αik ; Lcit is the
number of workers chosen by the firm; Kcit is the amount of capital chosen by the firm; and
Rcit is the amount of resources chosen by the firm.
Similar to Hanlon and Miscio (2014), I make resources city-industry specific and fixed
over time. This both generates an initial distribution of industries across cities and allows
multiple cities to compete in the same industries in a given period. An intuitive example of
such resources are lands near a sea coast. These are more valuable to ship building firms
than to computer manufacturing companies, and they exist in differential quantities across
space. Boston, for example, has a lot, while Kansas City has none.
Combining the firm’s production and cost functions yields the maximization problem:

max

Lcit ,Kcit ,Rcit

γ
1−β−γ
pit Acit [Πk6=i Lαcktik ] Lδcit Kcit
Rcit
− wct Lcit − rt Kcit − qcit Rcit

(2)

where wct is the housing-cost-inclusive wage in city c at time t; rt reflects the national price
of freely traded, fully mobile capital at time t, and qcit is the per unit cost of city-industry
resources at time t.
This maximization problem generates three first-order conditions for the firm, one for
each input choice:
β

pit
Fcit = wct
Lcit

(3)

pit
Fcit = rt
Kcit

(4)

γ

(1 − δ − γ)

pit
Fcit = qcit
Rcit

(5)

Solving these conditions for Lcit and summing over all firms in a city-industry-year produces
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an equilibrium employment condition for industry i in city c at time t:
γ
=
rt


Lcit



γ
1−β−γ

δ
wct

!

1−γ
1−β−γ

1
1−β−γ

pit

1
1−β−γ

Acit

αik
1−β−γ





Πk6=i Lckt

R̄ci

(6)

where R̄ci represents time-invariant city-industry resources. This shows the dependence of
firm employment on employment in all other industries k 6= i also in city c at time t. Taking
logs yields:
!

!

ln (Lcit ) =

1−γ
γ
[ln (γ) − ln (rt )] +
[ln (δ) − ln (wct )]
1−δ−γ
1−β−γ

+



X
1
ln (pit ) + ln (Acit ) +
αik ln (Lckt ) + ln R̄ci
1−δ−γ
k6=i

!



(7)

This equation demonstrates the linear dependence of log employment in industry i on log
employment in industry k, with the magnitude determined by the net spillover term, αik .
Because the interest in this paper is in how changes in employment in one industry affect
changes in employment in another industry, I first-difference equation (7) between periods t
and t + 1. Expressing changes from t to t + 1 as ∆ gives:8

!

∆ ln (Lci ) =

1
[−γ∆ ln (r) − (1 − γ) ∆ ln (wc ) + ∆ ln (pi ) + ∆ ln (Aci )] (8)
1−δ−γ
!

+



X
1

αik ∆ ln (Lck )
1−δ−γ
k6=i

8

I assume that the initial impetus for changes in the equilibrium employment allocation are random
shocks to city-industry technologies, Acit , which are unrelated to inter-industry spillovers and are observed
by all firms. Other models of agglomeration such as those in Greenstone et al. (2010) and Hanlon and Miscio
(2014) also motivate changes in the employment allocation over time via changes in technologies, but specify
the shocks as functions of productivity spillovers directly. Greenstone et al. (2010) model the technological
changes as occurring when the number of firms in an area changes. Hanlon and Miscio (2014) model them
as learning-by-doing spillovers plus random shocks. Here, I model them as random shocks unrelated to
inter-industry spillovers.
In addition, I assume that all firms are small relative to their city-industry and therefore do not collude
with other firms in making employment decisions. Thus, there are no game-theoretic considerations. Instead,
each firm observes the random, exogenous shocks to different city-industry technologies in each period, and
chooses its production based on those shocks plus where it expects all other firms to locate, also knowing
the shocks.
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Equation (8) shows that in city c, changes in employment in industry i from period t to
t + 1 depend on contemporaneous changes in employment in all other industries k 6= i, with
αik governing the sign and magnitude of the effect. This effect is what is estimated in the
empirical analysis using an exogenous measure of ∆ ln (Lck ).
Guided by theory and seeking to reduce the number of parameters to estimate, I structure
the net spillover, αik , as a function of four Marshallian connectivities: input-supplying,
output-consuming, labor sharing, and ideas collaborating.9 Formally:

αik = βIn Inik + βOut Outik + βL Laborik + βI Ideasik

(9)

Denoting each Marshallian connectivity by CM with M = {In, Out, Labor, Ideas}, equation
(9) can be inserted into equation (8) to obtain:
!

∆ ln (Lci ) =

1
[−γ∆ ln (r) − (1 − γ) ∆ ln (wc ) + ∆ ln (pi ) + ∆ ln (Aci )] (10)
1−δ−γ


!

+

X
X
1

CM ik ∆ ln (Lck )
βM
1−δ−γ
M
k6=i

In this formulation, changes in employment in industry i and city c are a function of the
interaction of the Marshallian connectivities and changes in employment in industries k 6= i
in city c. My interest is in the net magnitude of these βM parameters and how the magnitudes
changed across the twentieth century. Hence, I estimate a reduced-form version of equation
(10) with newly-digitized data covering a one-hundred year period.10
9

See Appendix section 8.1.2 for a discussion of this structure of the net spillover.
I estimate a reduced form version of equation (10) because in my estimation, I do not separate secondand higher-order inter-industry spillovers from the direct, first-order spillovers shown in the βM terms. The
inclusion of these higher-order terms in the reduced form βM parameters is known as the “reflection problem”
in the spillovers and peer effect literature (Manski (1993)). Appendix 8.1.1 details how the reduced form
parameters differ from the structural parameters in equation (10).
10
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Newly-Digitized, Historical Data
The newly-digitized data are city-industry-year level records from US Censuses of Man-

ufactures, 1880-1990. The Census Bureau published the records every ten years in the
nineteenth century and approximately every five years in the twentieth century (see Table
1 for the exact survey years and the number of cities and industries in each survey). The
records contain a rich set of variables characterizing the size and production processes of
more than 200 industries in over 100 cities.
In Table 1 and the rest of the analysis, I define a “city” as a fixed set of contiguous
counties. I use this definition because the Census Bureau changed the reported geographic
unit across years. Hence, to measure industry growth for a consistent set of “cities” in my
sample period, I group sets of contiguous counties and sum all of the industry data reported
for geographic units inside the set.11 Figure 1 shows the cities in my sample. Each city
is shaded by whether it appears in only the earlier, automobiles invention sample period
(1880-1930; white colored; 75 cities), only the later, semiconductors invention sample period
(1940-1990; striped colored; 2 cities), or both sample periods (dark grey colored; 59 cities).
A consistent set of industries is also needed. To create these, I re-classify all non-invention
year industry classifications in each sample period, 1880-1930 and 1940-1990, into invention
year industry classifications, 1904 and 1958. Documentation in each Census details industry
consolidations and splits, which provides the needed information (see Appendix 8.2.1 for
details). The procedure yields a consistent set of industry classifications in each invention
sample period. Combined with the consistently defined cities, these industry classifications
generate the city-industry-year level manufacturing outcome data needed to estimate the
reduced form net connectivity spillovers in equation (10).
To measure industry connectivities, I combine these manufacturing outcome data with
three types of industry level data. The first are data quantifying the input-output relation11

The contiguous-county MSA was shown by Duranton and Overman (2005) to be a good spatial unit at
which to examine agglomeration spillovers because clustering usually takes place between 0 and 50 kilometers.
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ship between each pair of industries. These provide the dollar amount of each industry’s
inputs (outputs) that come from (go to) every other industry. The automobiles invention
period data come from a 1919 data table constructed by Leontief (1936). This is the earliest
input-output table using US data.12 The semiconductors invention period data come from
the US Commerce Department in 1958, the year the semiconductor was introduced in the
manufacturing data.13
Consistent with the idea that larger input-output relationships increase productivity
spillovers and congestion and competition costs, my measure of Inik is the maximum of
two goods flow relationships from industry k to industry i: (1) the fraction of industry k’s
outputs going to industry i, outputk→i , and (2) the fraction of industry i’s inputs coming
from industry k, inputi←k :14

Inik = max {outputk→i , inputi←k }

(11)

The equivalent goods flow relationship from industry i to industry k is captured by the
opposite measure, Outik : the maximum of (1) the fraction of industry i’s outputs going to
industry k, outputi→k , and (2) the fraction of industry k’s inputs coming from industry i,
inputk←i :
Outik = max {outputi→k , inputk←i }

(12)

Together, Inik and Outik quantify the Marshallian input-output connectivities between manufacturing industries i and k. Table 2 shows the industry pairs with the highest and lowest
12

Leontief (1936) quantifies the input-output relationship between 33 manufacturing industries. I map
these into the 346 manufacturing industry classifications published in the 1919 Census of Manufactures
using an appendix Leontief (1936) provides. I then use my Census-to-Census mapping to re-classify the 1919
industry classifications into 1904 industry classifications.
13
The Commerce Department quantifies the input-output relationship between 59 manufacturing industries. I map these into the 149 three-digit SIC manufacturing classifications published in the 1958 Census of
Manufactures based on the Commerce Department’s provided mapping. I use three-digit SIC classifications
because the four-digit SIC classifications are not reported in one of the sample years, 1954, and are much
more detailed and numerous in the post-1940 period than in the 1880-1930 automobiles period. This makes
censoring more of a concern at the four-digit level because the Census of Manufactures published data for
those only city-industry pairs with at least three establishments.
14
This is similar to the construction of the input-output variable in Ellison et al. (2010).
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input-output relationships for the 1919 and 1958 tables.
The second source of industry level data measuring inter-industry, Marshallian connectivities are individual-level, 1-percent US Censuses of Population from 1940 and 1960. These
indicate in each year and for each individual in the labor force, an occupation and an industry.15 I calculate the fraction of workers in each industry working in each occupation. I
use the 11 broad occupations listed in 1940 and 9 broad occupations in 1960. These include
job classifications like “operative” and “manager.” Table 3 shows a complete list and the
fraction of all manufacturing workers in each. To construct Empik , the Marshallian measure
of worker connectivity between industries i and k, I take the correlation between the two industries’ occupation vectors, whose elements are the fraction of workers in each occupation.
Table 4 shows the industries with the highest and lowest Empik in 1940 and 1960.
The third industry level data measuring Marshallian connectivities are patent citation
counts from the US Patent and Trademark Office. These data allow me to quantify intellectual property commonalities between industries i and k and hence construct Ideaik . I
generate Ideaki similarly to how I generated Inki and Outki : as the maximum of two interindustry flows, (1) the fraction of industry i citations that are of industry k patents, and (2)
the fraction of industry k citations that are of industry i patents. Formally:

Ideaik = max {P atentCitei→k , P atentCitek→i }

(13)

I use all patents and citations from the first year of citation data, 1947, through the last year
of my sample, 1987.16 As Porter (1990) and Ellison et al. (2010) note, this measure is not
perfect because much inter-industry knowledge sharing occurs between customers, suppliers,
15

The 1940 Census of Population classifies 59 unique manufacturing industries. I map these into the 464
four-digit SIC manufacturing classifications in the 1939 Census of Manufactures using the mapping provided
by IPUMS. I then use the Census-to-Census mapping described above to convert the 1939 industry classifications into 1904 industry classifications. The 1960 Census of Population classifies 59 unique manufacturing
industries. I map these into the 149 three-digit SIC manufacturing classifications in the 1958 Census of
Manufactures using the mapping provided by the 1960 Census of Population.
16
The USPTO classifies patents and citations by technology class rather than industry. I map USPTO
technology classes into SIC three-digit manufacturing industries using a crosswalk generously provided by
William Kerr and used in Kerr (2008).
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and workers, and is therefore possibly captured by Inki , Outki , and Empki , but Ideaki is
nevertheless a proxy for similarity in intellectual property. Table 5 shows the manufacturing
industry pairs with the highest and lowest patent citation measure from 1947 to 1987.
Together, the Census of Manufactures data, 1919 and 1958 input-output tables, 1940 and
1960 US Censuses of Population, and 1947-1987 USPTO patent citations data provide the
city-industry-year level manufacturing outcomes and inter-industry Marshallian connectivities data I need to estimate the net spillovers, βM , in a reduced form version of equation
(10).

4

Invention-based Research Design

4.1

Identification

Even with these data, identifying the net connectivity spillovers remains an econometric
challenge. This is because unobserved, city or city-industry level characteristics could affect
employment in multiple, co-located industries sharing a connectivity. In equation (10), this
could be an unobserved change in the productivity of industry i in city c, ∆ ln (Aci ), that
is correlated with a change in productivity of industry k, ∆ ln (Ack ). An example might
be the opening of a new technical institute or educational establishment in a city in which
industries i and k are both high-tech industries that benefit from the institute. In this case,
both industries would expand in city c faster than low-skill industries in the city. This would
upward bias the estimated βM net connectivity spillover coefficients.
I attempt to overcome this omitted variable problem by using changes in industry employment that are plausibly exogenous to unobserved, city or city-industry level characteristics
correlated with the Marshallian connectivities. I find such changes in the growth of industries that supply inputs to newly introduced, rapidly growing industries in the Censuses of
Manufactures.
I use two introductions: “automobiles” in 1904 and “electronic components” (semicon12

ductors) in 1958. Both industries grew much faster than the rest of the manufacturing
sector following their introduction, as Figure 2 shows. Employment in automobiles grew 765
percent faster than employment in all other manufacturing industries during the 1904-1929
post-introduction period. Similarly, employment in semiconductors grew 121 percent faster
than in all other industries in the 1958-1987 post-introduction period.
As Figure 3 shows, employment in the industries supplying inputs to the newly introduced
industries also grew faster than the rest of the manufacturing sector. Automobile suppliers,
defined as the industry category with the largest fraction of output going to automobiles
in the 1919 input-output table—“rubber manufactures”—grew 212 percent faster than all
other industries in the 1904-1929 post-introduction period than it did relative to all other
industries in the 1880-1900 pre-introduction period.17 Likewise, semiconductor suppliers—
“communication, radio, and television equipment”—, defined in the same way using the
1958 input-output table, grew 76 percent faster than all other industries in the 1958-1987
post-introduction period compared to the 1947-1958 pre-introduction period.18
Because these supplier industry expansions were due to unanticipated inventions, the
pre-invention share of a city’s manufacturing employment in the supplier industries provides
an exogenous measure of the city’s post-invention supplier industry growth. The identifying
assumption is that any differences in invention anticipation between supplier-connected and
-unconnected industries were similar across cities. I show a lack of invention anticipation
among nearly all industries by showing that the supplier industries, which stood to benefit
the most from the inventions, did not foresee the inventions.
The lack of anticipation by the supplier industries was first apparent in the automobile
17

These supplier industries are the largest suppliers in the manufacturing sector. Other, non-manufacturing
industries could have sent larger fractions of their output to the newly introduced industries. I do not consider
the non-manufacturing industries in my analysis.
For robustness, in Section 5.4 I expand the supplier industries to include the industry category with the
second-largest fraction of output going to automobiles in addition rubber manufactures, the industry with
the largest fraction of output going to automobiles. The second industry category is “brass, bronze, and
copper products.” The estimated βM terms are similar.
18
I similarly expand the supplier industries to include the second industry group with the largest fraction
of output going to semiconductors. This group is “office, computing, and accounting machines.” Again,
similar results are shown in the robustness Section 5.4.
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invention among rubber manufacturers. According to tire historian Michael French, the
rubber industry was hardly focused on automobile tires at all at the turn of the twentieth
century, just before the 1904 automobile invention. Instead, it invested in the industry’s
traditional products of “footwear, belting, and hose.” BF Goodrich, for example, one of
the oldest rubber manufacturers in the country, did not track automobile tire sales nor
spend on their development as late as 1902 (see Figure 4). Instead, the firm put its R&D
dollars toward new lines of golf balls and footwear. Similarly, Diamond Rubber, another
major rubber manufacturer in 1900, expanded into steam packing, insulated wire, and hard
rubber goods, not automobile tires. The US Rubber Company, one of the largest trusts
that emerged from the consolidation of five major rubber manufacturers in 1892, forewent
automobile tire production altogether before 1905. So too did Firestone before 1903. Even
rubber manufacturers who entered the automobile tire business did not garner a majority
of sales from that line, as evidenced by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, which
sold rubber horseshoe pads, rubber bands, billiard cue tips, pharmaceutical sundries, and
rubber tiling in addition to tires, many of which went to bicycles.19 In short, in 1900,
rubber manufacturers were not focused on producing tires for the still fledgling automobile
industry, which as late as 1901 produced few cars compared to its mid-decade growth period
and beyond (see Table 8 adapted from Flink (1975)).
Nor was the “communication, radio, and television” supplier industry interested in producing for the equally nascent semiconductor manufacturers fifty years later. The supplier
industry instead focused on military communication equipment and household electronics
before the semiconductor invention. RCA made 24 percent of its 1954 sales to the US military for “radar, communication equipment, and navigational equipment.” In contrast, the
firm did not sell much at all to the uncertain “transistor” industry, which the firm “expected
to make commercial progress in 1955,” but did not feel warranted substantial investment of
production capabilities. RCA’s largest plant and equipment capital expenditures were also
19

French (1991), p. 10, 12, 13, 14, 17.
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toward factories producing consumer television receivers in Bloomington, IN and television
sets in Findlay, OH, rather than semiconductor supply production.20 Similarly, HewlettPackard, which specialized in “electronic measuring instruments”—the precise type of manufacturing goods used in semiconductor production—, made 20 percent of its early 1950s
sales to US government customers for radar and communication equipment rather than testing equipment.21 Western Electric too, the manufacturing arm of AT&T, made 13 percent
of its 1951 sales to the US government for telephone and radio equipment, and invested in
new “carrier telephone equipment” and “copper-clad steel wire” plants in Lawrence, MA and
Baltimore, MD, as opposed to testing devices for “pilot transistors ... [which had] numerous
problems in manufactur[e].”22 A table from Western Electric’s 1954 annual report shown
in Figure 5 shows just how few semiconductor supplies it produced relative to military and
consumer goods in the early 1950s. On the whole, prior to 1958, the year the Census of
Manufactures first recorded the “electronic components” industry, firms in the communication, radio, and television industry simply did not produce for the fledgling semiconductor
industry. As semiconductor historian Bo Lojeck notes, “except for a few people [in Bell
Labs],” almost no engineers were “really concerned about the potential of microelectronics,”
which they saw as “incomplete” in theory, and having “no future” in development in the
early 1950s.23
With so little anticipation in 1900 and 1954 of the upcoming 1904 and 1958 inventions by
the firms who stood to benefit the most from the inventions, the identifying assumption of
similar anticipation across industries and cities seems reasonable. Manufacturers were making location and production decisions in the pre-invention periods based on prior, existing,
and expected economic conditions, not unforeseen, major inventions. Combined with the
fact that the post-invention supplier expansions were due to demand shocks unrelated to
city-level unobservables, the pre-invention supplier share of city manufacturing employment
20
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is thus an ideal exogenous measure of post-invention city supplier growth.
In addition to being exogenous, the measure also needs to be both large, as the supplier
growth Figure 3 shows it is, and predictive of post-invention supplier employment growth
at the city level, as Figure 6, which plots the pre-invention supplier against post-invention
change in supplier log employment, shows.
That both of these “first-stage” requirements is empirically true is unsurprising given the
historical record of the same rubber manufacturers and communication equipment manufacturers that had eschewed producing for the automobile and semiconductor industries in the
pre-invention years, rapidly re-directing production for the invention industries following the
invention. BFGoodrich not only introduced a separate automobile tires division after 1904,
but saw that division become the single largest contributor to firm revenues and profits at
35 and 37 percent, respectively by 1907 (see Figure 4). The firm also increased its Akron
workforce from a few hundred to more than 18,000 by 1918 (see Figure 7). Similarly, in 1905,
US Rubber acquired and scaled up the Rubber Goods Manufacturing Company, a firm that
had entered automobile tire production in 1904. Not to be left behind, Firestone also began
automobile tire manufacturing in 1903. The company grew its line so rapidly that by 1909,
the firm commanded 6 percent of the automobile tire market—a market that had increased
sixfold from $5.8M to $33M in five short years as the number of cars sold increased fivefold
and then nearly tripled again from 1912-1916.24 Rubber manufactures thus “fundamentally
altered... and transformed” their production following the rapid, “spectacular growth” of
the automobile industry, according to tire industry historian Michael French.
Similarly, firms in the communication, radio, and television industry shifted production
to semiconductor supplies in the late 1950s. RCA “vigorously exploited the trend toward
complete transistorization of industrial electronic equipment,” according to its 1964 annual
report, and expanded its electronic processing and controls division.25 Hewlett Packard
introduced so many testing devices that by 1960, a quarter of the company’s sales came
24
25

French (1991), p. 16, 17; Blackford and Kerr (1996), p. 44.
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from “products placed on the market in the last two years.” By 1968 the company boasted
specifically of a new Model 9500A, which “computerize[d] the production testing of electronic
components.”26 HP “expected [this product] to open a broad, new market for [the company’s]
expanding computer and systems technology.”27 To take advantage of the same opportunity,
Western Electric manufactured new soldering boards that allowed microchips to be kept
together in both testing and use.28 Hence, just as rubber companies had re-tooled their
assembly lines to produce for the new automobile industry in 1904, so too did semiconductor
suppliers quickly adapt their production to the transistor boom in the late 1950s.29 Thus,
the historical record matches the quantitative Census of Manufactures data in showing that
the pre-invention city supplier share is predictive of post-invention city supplier growth.
Combined with the unexpected nature of the inventions, this fact makes the share an
ideal exogenous measure of post-invention city supplier industry growth unrelated to citylevel unobservables.30 As such, it can be interacted with the four industry connectivity
measures to identify the net connectivity spillover parameters, βM , in a reduced form version
of equation (10).
Panels A of Figure 8 and Table 6 show the pre-invention supplier share of each city’s
manufacturing employment in 1900. Panels B of the same Figure and Table show the shares
in 1954.31 For comparison to the invention industry, Figure 9 and Table 7 show the share of
26
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Some of these companies also entered the semiconductors industry directly, but the Census of Manufactures data is enumerated at the plant level, so I am able to measure supplier industry growth specifically.
This makes the plant level Census data richer than even firm level data.
30
The use of pre-invention city supplier share as an exogenous measure of post-invention city supplier
employment growth has further support in the theoretical and empirical evidence of persistence of initial
economic conditions (Krugman (1991b), Bleakley and Lin (2012)).
My use of a geographic unit’s initial industry share as a measure of subsequent employment growth, is
similar to a Bartik (1991)-type instrument. A crucial difference, however, is that the pre-invention supplier
share measures the geographic unit’s exposure to an industry that experiences an identifiable shock—namely,
new demand from the invention industry—rather than the geographic unit’s exposure to industries evolving
for unspecified reasons.
31
Three-digit SIC industry data pertaining to 1954 were not reported for the two SIC three-digit supplier
industries in San Jose, CA. This was ”(a) to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies or (b) because
of revisions in the Standard Industrial Classifications Systems which resulted in non-comparable data.” I
address the latter concern using the Census-to-Census industry mapping described above. To address the
27
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each city’s manufacturing employment in the invention industry in the invention year. I use
the pre-invention supplier share in my estimation.

4.2

Estimating Equation

I denote the pre-invention supplier share in city c by Qck0 . I estimate a reduced form version of equation (10) by interacting Qck0 with measures of the four Marshallian connectivities,
CM ik where M = {In, Out, Labor, Ideas}. Table 9 shows the industries with the highest and
lowest Marshallian connectivities to automobile suppliers, and Table 10 shows the industries
with the highest and lowest Marshallian connectivities to semiconductor suppliers. These
are the industries theoretically most and least affected by changes in city supplier industry
employment. This makes the reduced form estimating version of equation (10):

ln (Lcit ) =

X

βM t CM ik Qck0 + δit + δct + cit

(14)

M

where Lcit is employment in city c and industry i at time t; CM ik is Marshallian connectivity
M between industries i and k with k being the supplier industries; Qck0 is the fraction of
manufacturing employment in city c and industry k, the supplier industries, in the preinvention year 0; δit are industry-year fixed effects; δct are city-year fixed effects, and cit is
an error term.32
The industry-year fixed effects control for industry demand shocks within or across years.
The city-year fixed effects control for city-level characteristics that are either fixed or change
with time such as the quality of institutions. The identifying assumption is therefore that
conditional on industry-year and city-year fixed effects, the difference in log employment
former concern, I impute data for the two SIC three-digit supplier industries in San Jose, CA in 1954 by
assigning each industry a fraction of the reported SIC two-digit industry of which both SIC three-digit were a
part. The fraction equals the fraction of the SIC two-digit industry each SIC three-digit industry comprised
in 1963, a year in which data were reported for all levels of SIC industries in San Jose, CA.
32
For years 1921-1929 only production worker employment is reported at the city-industry level. I therefore
use production worker employment scaled by the fraction of total employment in the manufacturing sector
comprised by production workers rather than total employment as my employment measure for these years.
With year fixed effects, this does not change the estimates.
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between supplier-connected and -unconnected industries would have changed similarly across
cities with large versus small pre-invention supplier shares following the invention, but for
the invention.
The only remaining threat to identification is a city-industry level unobservable correlated
with the supplier connectivities. But this is precisely why I chose the supplier industries as
industry k. For the changes in employment in the supplier industry in the post-invention
period are due to the invention, not a city-industry characteristic. Hence, any post-invention,
differential growth of supplier-connected and -unconnected industries across cities with large
and small pre-invention supplier presences cannot be attributed to a city-industry specific
characteristic. Instead, it is the result of the invention interacted with the connectivity
measure and city shock. Thus, the industry-year fixed effects, city-year fixed effects, and
use of supplier industries as industry k make a comparison of the βM t ’s across the pre- and
post-introduction years—or, more finely, between the pre-introduction year and each postintroduction year—the causal impact of an industry k expansion on the relative growth of
co-located, Marshallian connected industries.
To compare these Marshallian connectivity effects over the twentieth century, I estimate
equation (14) twice: once using years 1880-1930 surrounding the automobile invention, and
a second time using years 1940-1990 surrounding the semiconductor invention. In each
estimation, I exclude from the sample the invention industry and all supplier industries.
I also normalize CM ki and Qck0 to have mean zero and unit standard deviation so that
coefficients can be interpreted as the effect of a one-unit standard deviation change.
Positive estimates of βM t for t > 0 indicate inter-industry productivity spillovers at least
as large as local congestion and competition costs. Negative estimates indicate the opposite.
Differences in estimates across the two periods indicate a changing importance of the sources
of net spillovers over the twentieth century.
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5

Regression Results

5.1

Automobiles Period, 1880-1930

Table 11 shows estimates of the βM t terms in equation (14) for the 1880-1930 automobiles
period, and Figure 10 plots those estimates with confidence intervals. The omitted year in
the year-by-year estimates is 1900, the Census year immediately prior to the automobile
introduction and the year the pre-invention supplier share is measured.
Figure 10 shows the parallel trends of the difference in log employment between supplierconnected and -unconnected industries across cities with large and small supplier shares prior
to the automobile introduction, lending credibility to the identifying assumption.
Post-introduction, the relative differences in log employment between supplier-connected
and -unconnected industries across cities with large versus small supplier shares are small, on
average, except for the negative, less-precisely-estimated coefficient on the output consuming
connectivity.
The zero coefficient on the labor sharing connectivity indicates that productivity spillovers
from the expanding rubber industry to industries with similar workforces were not large
enough to outweigh local competition and congestion forces. Documenting the competition
forces was The Rubber Age and the News, which in its April 1920 issue wrote that “wages
[in the rubber industry]... show no signs of dropping; rather the other extreme. Despite
all these handicaps, however, manufacturers are working hard to increase production sufficiently to take care of the heavy increase in demand....” Similarly, a month later, the
magazine remarked on Akron, OH, the center of the rubber boom: “...[W]ages of factory
workers in Akron’s big rubber tire plants have run old ‘High Cost of Livin” a merry race and
have beaten him to the tape by a margin of twenty-one points [from 1914-1920]. . . . They
show an increase of 119 per cent in hourly factory earnings since August 1914.”33 Such wage
increases were BFGoodrich CEO Bertram Work’s laments in 1913 when he suggested the
33
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firm build its next plant outside of Akron. The increases show that local wage competition
in the 1880-1930 period was intense and likely offset positive productivity spillovers from the
expanding rubber industry to firms employing similar types of workers.
Also potentially contributing to the lack of labor sharing productivity spillovers in this
period was a dearth of formal training in the economy and manufacturing sector in particular.
In 1940, the earliest year nationwide education data are available, the occupation-weighted
average years of schooling for all US workers was 8.96. In manufacturing, it was 8.84. This
compares to 12.76 years (12.15 in manufacturing) years just two decades later in 1960.34
Hence, formal educational training was low compared to the late twentieth century. Before
1940, the only available education data are from the 1915 Iowa Census. Using these data,
Goldin and Katz (2008) estimate an average of 8.2 years of schooling for 35-44 year-old,
native-born, blue-collar males. Given that the manufacturing sector employed large numbers
of immigrants and that Iowa was at the forefront of the US secondary education movement,
the average US manufacturing worker in 1915 likely had far fewer than 8.2 years of formal
schooling.35 With such little human capital in the sector compared to later periods, it is thus
unsurprising that productivity spillovers along the labor sharing connectivity were limited
relative to the documented wage competition and congestion costs.
For perhaps the same reasons, productivity spillovers along the second human capital
Marshallian connectivity, ideas collaborating, were also small. Table 11 shows near zero,
but slightly negative differential employment growth across cities with larger versus smaller
pre-invention rubber shares among industries citing or being cited by rubber patents more
frequently. Given the precise zero estimate on the labor sharing connectivity, this is likely
be due to the same wage competition and limited human capital in the manufacturing sector
at the time.
The slightly positive input supplying coefficient and negative output consuming coefficient, on the other hand, are likely driven by transportation costs. The non-negative,
34
35

All calculations are based on the 1-percent samples of the 1940 and 1960 US Censuses of Population.
See Goldin and Katz (2009) and Goldin and Katz (2011).
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although imprecisely estimated, input supplying coefficient suggests small efficiency gains
from proximity to customers. Non-trivial transportation costs can contribute to this because
they make a purchase from local suppliers more attractive than a purchase from non-local
suppliers. Figure 11 shows that transportation costs in the early twentieth century were in
fact non-trivial compared to late twentieth century transportation costs. The small, positive
coefficient on the input supplying connectivity is consistent with this.
Also consistent with high transportation costs is the negative coefficient on the output
consuming connectivity. Like the input supplying coefficient, this coefficient is less precisely
estimated than the two human capital coefficients because of fewer industry categories in
the 1919 historical input-output than in the 1940 Census and patent data, but it suggests
that industries downstream of an expanding supplier industry grew more slowly in cities
where the supplier industries were larger. This is in line with transportation costs making
the purchase of non-local inputs more expensive than local inputs, even if the local inputs
are higher priced due to increased demand from the new industry. This means that even if
the price of rubber was higher in cities with large rubber producers who sent their goods
to the demanding automobile industry—a fact Buenstorf and Klepper (2009) and Buenstorf
and Klepper (2010) show—high transportation costs still might have made it economical for
non-automobile rubber consumers to purchase locally. As a result, these consumers would
have experienced higher production costs than their counterparts in cities with fewer rubber
producers sending goods to the rapidly growing automobile industry. This could have led
to the relative contraction. The negative coefficient on the output-consuming Marshallian
connectivity is thus also consistent with high transportation costs.36
Taken together, the four inter-industry, Marshallian connectivities show small net productivity spillovers in late nineteenth and early twentieth century US manufacturing. The
36

This explanation also requires that the demand for rubber output from non-local, automobile producers
be high enough to justify the transportation costs of shipping rubber from cities with large scale rubber
production such as Akron, OH and Trenton, NJ to automobile production centers such as Detroit, MI.
Given the scale economies in both industries, which Buenstorf and Klepper (2009) and Buenstorf and Klepper
(2010) note, and the magnitude of the automobile demand shock shown in Table 8, this seems plausible.
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realized benefits of co-locating with Marshallian-connected firms in the 1880-1930 period
were simply limited compared to the documented competition and congestion costs, and
high transportation expenses.

5.2

Semiconductors Period, 1940-1990

Over the subsequent decades, transportation costs fell, as Figures 11 shows. Consistent
with this, in the 1940-1990 period net output consuming spillovers attenuated to zero near
net input supplying spillovers. Table 12 and Figure 12 show the estimated coefficients. The
local gains from supplying inputs to an expanding industry and local losses from consuming
the output of an expanding industry both diminished as lower transportation costs cheapened
non-local purchases. Hence, both input-output coefficients attenuated to zero in the 19401990 period.
Accompanying these falling transportation costs in the latter half of the twentieth century were increases in formal education among manufacturing workers, as shown in Figure
13. These increases could have had either positive or negative effects on the productivity
of co-located, connected industries, as the theoretical model highlights. Empirically though,
the competition and congestion costs were stronger: industries employing a workforce similar to semiconductor suppliers grew more than 4 percent slower than industries employing
dissimilar workers in cities with larger pre-invention semiconductor supplier shares following
the invention. Moreover, this gap persisted at almost the same level into the 1980s, more
than 25 years after the shock.
The gap can partially be explained by increased worker specialization and falling migration rates. Manufacturing employees in the latter half of the twentieth century were more
specialized than they were in the earlier half of the century. Table 3 shows the three-fold
jump in the fraction of “professional and technical workers” and “non-classifiable workers,”
and the more than 27 percent increase in white-collar “clerical and kindred” workers between 1940 and 1960. The “radio, television, and communication equipment” industry in
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particular in 1960 had 12.2 percent “professional and technical workers.” Hence, it was more
specialized than the average manufacturing industry. Therefore, its pool of available workers
was more limited than other industries. So, when it needed to expand, it likely obtained
workers from local, similarly-staffed industries rather than from outside the manufacturing
sector as manufacturers could have done more easily in the early twentieth century when
work was not so specialized. This would lead to the negative coefficient on the labor sharing
Marshallian connectivity in the 1940-1990 period.
At the same time, reduced inter-city migration, which reached its nadir in the US after
1970, made it more difficult for manufacturers to fill vacancies with similarly skilled workers
from outside the city.37 No longer were workers crossing the country at the same rates they
had in the early twentieth century when they doubled Akron’s population in a decade.38
Some of this reduction could have been due to increasing unionization, as shown in Figure
14, which tied workers to localities in ways workers were not tied—particularly immigrants—
in the early twentieth century. Regardless of the mechanism tough, the decrease in internal
migration likely contributed to local industries competing more intensely for workers. This
could have led to the observed relative connected industry contractions in cities with larger
supplier industries. Hence, together with increasing worker specialization, declining migration rates help explain the negative coefficient on the labor sharing Marshallian connectivity.
Also small in the 1940-1990 period were net patent citing spillovers. Given the similarly
human capital intensive nature of ideas collaboration, the same two specialization and declining migration channels could have been at work in constraining these net spillovers. The
coefficient could be closer to zero rather than negative because intellectual property spillovers
are likely are generated by more knowledge-intensive workers, among whom spillovers are
more likely (Duranton and Puga (2000)). But their small magnitude corroborates the negative labor sharing estimate in suggesting that net local productivity spillovers along human
37
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capital connectivities were limited in the 1940-1990 period.
Overall, the near-zero input-output and ideas collaborating coefficients, and negative labor sharing coefficients point to a small role for inter-industry productivity spillovers relative
to congestion and competition costs in the latter half of twentieth century US manufacturing.

5.3

Comparison of Two Periods, 1880-1930 and 1940-1990

Table 13 compares the estimated net connectivity spillovers across the two invention periods by running a pooled regression with all observations from both invention sample periods
and interacting all independent variables with an indicator equal to one if the observation
is from the semiconductor period. Consistent with falling transportation costs, the interacted input supplying coefficient decreases and the interacted output consuming coefficient
increases. Being close to suppliers or customers in the late twentieth century was simply not
that important with cheapened shipping. Net labor sharing spillovers decline and patent
citing spillovers remain near zero, both of which are in line with increasing worker specialization and decreasing worker migration. Thus, Table 13 confirms the small and decreasing
magnitude of local, inter-industry productivity spillovers in US manufacturing across the
twentieth century.

5.4

Robustness

Finding small and decreasing net inter-industry spillovers along the four Marshallian
industry connectivities is robust to a number of different specifications, as shown in Table
14. Controlling for city exposure to the invention industry in the invention year does not
change the coefficients, as column 2 demonstrates. This control involves interacting the
share of the city in the invention industry in the invention year with the full set of the four
supplier industry connectivities and a dummy for post-invention. The unchanging coefficients
provide assurance that the city level shock the baseline specification is capturing is that of
the supplier industries, not the invention industry.
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Similarly, controlling for industry exposure to the invention industry yields largely unchanged estimates. This control involves interacting each industry’s four connectivity measures to the invention industry with the city supplier share and a dummy for post-invention.
Hence, the regression contains each industry’s connectivity to the suppliers (fully interacted)
and each industry’s connectivity to the invention industry (also fully interacted). As a result,
the supplier interaction coefficients indicate the effects of connectivity to the suppliers only,
with the effects of direct exposure to the invention industry partialled out. The coefficients
are reported in column 3 of the same Table 14. If anything, they slightly amplify the baseline estimates. No signs change. Magnitudes are extremely similar, except for the patent
citing coefficient, which becomes more negative, closer to the negative labor pooling coefficient. None of the coefficients points to large inter-industry spillovers. Thus, the baseline
coefficients are not picking up the effect of industry exposure to the invention industry.
Finally, to allay concerns that the estimated baseline effects are particular to the supplier industries—rubber in the early part of the twentieth century and communication, radio,
and television equipment in the latter half of the century—column 4 of Table 14 expands
the supplier industries to all Census of Manufactures industries that map into the two industry categories in the input-output tables with the highest fractions of output going to
the invention industry. The baseline specification used only Census industries in the top
input-output table industry category. For automobiles, the additional category is “brass,
bronze, and copper products.” Together with the top category of “rubber manufactures,”
it encompasses more than 10 percent of the manufacturing sector in 1904. For semiconductors, the additional category is “office computing and accounting machines.” Together
with “radio, television, and communication equipment,” it comprises around 5 percent of
the manufacturing sector in 1958. As the estimates in column 4 indicate, even with these
broader measures of supplier industries, which capture sizable portions of the manufacturing
sector, inter-industry spillovers remain extremely limited. Hence, the baseline results are
not driven by industry-specific characteristics of the rubber or communication, radio, and
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television equipment industries. Instead, inter-industry spillovers were broadly small and
decreasing across twentieth century US manufacturing.

6

Discussion

6.1

Comparison to Earlier Agglomeration Work

Finding limited agglomeration economies is in line with the most recent quasi-experimental
evidence on spillovers, particularly along human capital connectivities. Falck et al. (2012)
found that incumbent plants in German regions where a new plant opened for plausibly
exogenous reasons associated with the division of Germany following World War II were
more likely to close than incumbent plants in regions where a re-locating plant did not open.
Similarly, focusing on just human capital spillovers, Borjas and Doran (2012) found negative
effects on incumbent researchers when an exogenous influx of similar researchers entered the
US. Thus, the estimates here are similar to other, recent quasi-experimental evidence on net
spillovers.
The results here are also within the range of earlier, not-necessarily quasi-experimental
agglomeration estimates. In their 2009 review of the effects of urban scale and density on
firm productivity, Melo et al. (2009) found a number of studies that estimated small or
negative co-location spillovers. In addition, among the studies with positive point estimates,
many contained confidence intervals that included negative values. Figure 15 shows each
of the 34 studies’ estimates as well as the estimates of Ellison et al. (2010). My estimates
are also shown for comparison. All of my estimates and confidence intervals are within the
confidence intervals of the earlier studies.
A concern among the earlier studies, however, is that they could contain two sources of
upward bias. Higher estimates are more likely to be published, an claim for which Melo et
al. (2009) present direct evidence. Reverse causation also “probably biased existing [agglomeration economies] estimates upwards,” according to Duranton (2011). Indeed, the recent
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quasi-experimental evidence shows more limited, even negative estimates. Hence, the estimates here are not only consistent with recent, quasi-experimental evidence and within the
confidence range of earlier work, but they are also generated using a research strategy that
attempts to avoid the identification concerns that lurk in many earlier studies.

6.2

Why Clusters?

If net co-location productivity spillovers are in fact small and decreasing, then why do
clusters of seemingly connected firms exist? Prominent examples in American economic
history include textile mills near Lowell, MA in the nineteenth century, automobile factories
in Detroit, MI in the mid-twentieth century, and high-tech manufacturers in Silicon Valley
in the mid-to-late twentieth century. Outside of manufacturing, finance is clustered in New
York City, energy in Houston, and high-tech services in Silicon Valley today. Five potential
explanations can reconcile my findings and these empirically observed clusters.
First, firms could be taking advantage of a naturally occurring environmental feature, as
in the case of Lowell textile mills with water power.39 Indeed, “natural advantages” were
the most important reason for inter-industry co-location found by Ellison et al. (2010).
Second, intra-industry productivity spillovers could be stronger than inter-industry spillovers.40
I measure only the latter. If information and learning travels more nimbly and quickly within
rather than across industries, intra-industry spillovers would be larger than inter-industry
spillovers.41 Duranton and Overman (2005) showed evidence of this when he demonstrated
that the finer the industry classification, the greater the industry concentration. Relatedly,
Hornbeck and Keskin (Forthcoming) showed that when the classification was extremely
broad—manufacturing and agriculture sectors—spillovers were extremely small in the lat39

Steinberg (1991).
For evidence of intra-industry spillovers, see Henderson (1986), Henderson et al. (1995), and Rosenthal
and Strange (2004).
41
Helsey and Strange (2014) have recently provided theoretical justification for why inter-industry clustering may not be as efficient.
40
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ter half of the twentieth century. I show similarly that spillovers were also limited across
different industries during the same time period. Hence, my measured net inter-industry
spillovers, which like other inter-sector estimates are small, are not picking up potentially
larger intra-industry net spillovers.
Third, proximity-based, learning-by-doing productivity spillovers may be more common
in sectors with greater knowledge intensity than manufacturing. Duranton and Puga (2000)
show the importance of urbanization economies in the high-skill sectors of finance, insurance,
and real estate. I am not capturing these spillovers with my manufacturing data. Instead,
my data measure net spillovers in a sector with declining formal education levels relative to
the rest of the economy. In 1940, the average schooling deficit among manufacturing workers
relative to non-manufacturing workers was 0.11 years (8.84 years in manufacturing and 8.96
in non-manufacturing). In 1960, it was 0.61 (12.15 years in manufacturing versus 12.76 years
in non-manufacturing). By 1990, it had grown to 0.76 (12.61 in manufacturing, 13.37 in nonmanufacturing).42 Local spillovers may be strong and growing in human-capital intensive
sectors—indeed, many cities today are clusters of high-skill service firms. Manufacturing is
increasingly not one of these high-skill sectors.
Fourth, as Duranton (2011) notes, most industry-specific clusters are not particularly
prosperous. Silicon Valley is the exception rather than the rule. Hence, when systematically
measuring agglomeration over a geography beyond a single, headline-making place, positive
productivity spillovers may be much more attenuated.
Finally, clustering itself diminished in US manufacturing over my sample period. As Kim
(1995) shows, regional specialization in the sector declined continuously from 1930-1987. So,
outside of a few places, net spillovers in US manufacturing may generally be declining.
For these five reasons, clusters may exist at the same time that net inter-industry
spillovers are small.
42
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7

Conclusion
With more than a century of newly-digitized data applied to a novel, invention-based

research design, I have demonstrated that across the twentieth century, local, inter-industry
productivity spillovers in US manufacturing along the four industry connectivities hypothesized by Marshall (1890)—input supplying, output consuming, labor sharing, and ideas
collaborating—were limited and declining relative to the congestion and competition costs
formalized by Mills (1967). Falling transportation costs, rising occupational specialization,
and declining worker migration can help explain this.
Future research measuring similar parameters in twenty-first century US manufacturing
or outside of manufacturing where the US economy is growing fastest can shed further light on
more general agglomeration trends. Such work not only would provide valuable information
to business leaders and policymakers, but would also enhance the academic understanding
of economic geography and productivity, and in turn, economic growth.
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Appendix

8.1

Comparison of Structural and Reduced Form Spillover Parameters

8.1.1

Three-Industry Model Showing Differences in Parameters

To show how the structural βM parameters in equation (10) differ from the reduced
form βM parameters in equation (14) in the presence of second- and higher-order industry
“feedback” effects, I build a simple, three-industry model and compare the structural and
reduced form coefficients. More industries simply adds to the higher-order terms; it does not
change the qualitative result.
In the model, employment in each industry i = {1, 2, 3} is a function of employment in
the other two industries and an exogenous variable, Zi . Hence, the structural employment
equations are:

L1 = α12 L2 + α13 L3 + Z1

(15)

L2 = α21 L1 + α23 L3 + Z2

(16)

L3 = α31 L1 + α32 L2 + Z3

(17)

Each α parameter is the separate, isolated effect of employment in industry i on employment in industry k. I will show that reduced form parameters of employment outcomes
on only the exogenous Z variables do not separately identify the individual α effects alone.
Instead, the reduced form parameters include the individual α effects plus second- and
higher-order “feedback” effects, which are a number of α terms multiplied together. As an
intuitive example, the reduced form parameter showing the effect of industry 1 on industry 3
includes the direct effect of industry 1 on industry 3 as well as the indirect effect of industry
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2 on industry 3 via industry 1. This is known as the “reflection problem” in agglomeration
and peer effects literature (Manski (1993)). I quantify the problem here in a three-industry
model.
I first show how the structural parameters of a regression of employment in industry
1 on employment in industry 3 differ from a reduced form parameter of a regression of
employment in industry 1 on an exogenous variable, Z3 (the results are the same using any
other pair of industries). I next show how the same structural parameter differs from an
instrumental variable parameter of a regression of employment in industry 1 on instrumented
employment in industry 3, where the instrument is the exogenous regressor in the reduced
form regression, Z3 .
I begin by expressing the structural employment equations in terms of only the exogenous
parameters, Z1 , Z2 , and Z3 :

L1 =

(1 − α23 α32 ) Z1 + (α12 + α13 α32 ) Z2 + (α12 α23 + α13 ) Z3
1 − α12 (α21 + α23 α31 ) − α13 (α21 α32 + α31 ) − α23 α32

(18)

L2 =

(α21 + α23 α31 ) Z1 + (1 − α13 α31 ) Z2 + (α13 α21 + α23 ) Z3
1 − α12 (α21 + α23 α31 ) − α13 (α21 α32 + α31 ) − α23 α32

(19)

L3 =

(α31 + α32 α21 ) Z1 + (α31 α12 + α32 ) Z2 + (1 − α12 α21 ) Z3
1 − α12 (α21 + α23 α31 ) − α13 (α21 α32 + α31 ) − α23 α32

(20)

I next construct the reduced form regression coefficient in a regression of employment in
industry 1 on the exogenous variable Z3 . For ease of exposition, I denote the denominator of
equations (18)-(20) as φ. The reduced form coefficient is equal to the covariance of L1 and
Z3 divided by the variance of Z3 :

β13RF =

Cov (L1 , Z3 )
V ar (Z3 )
36

Cov (φ [(1 − α23 α32 ) Z1 + (α12 + α13 α32 ) Z2 + (α12 α23 + α13 ) Z3 ] , Z3 )
V ar (Z3 )
φ (α12 α23 + α13 ) V ar (Z3 )
=
V ar (Z3 )
=

= φ (α12 α23 + α13 )

(21)

The instrumental variables coefficient is then the reduced form coefficient divided by the
first-stage coefficient of a regression of L3 on Z3 . The first-stage coefficient is therefore:
Cov (L3 , Z3 )
V ar (Z3 )
Cov (φ [(α31 + α32 α21 ) Z1 + (α31 α12 + α32 ) Z2 + (1 − α12 α21 ) Z3 ] , Z3 )
=
V ar (Z3 )
φ (1 − α12 α21 ) V ar (Z3 )
=
V ar (Z3 )

β3F S =

= φ (1 − α12 α21 )

(22)

This makes the instrumental variables coefficient:

β13IV

β13RF
β3F S
φ (α12 α23 + α13 )
=
φ (1 − α12 α21 )
α12 α23 + α13
=
1 − α12 α21
=

(23)

Thus, both the reduced form and instrumental variables coefficients are different than
the structural regression coefficient of L1 on L3 . Formally:

β13RF = φ (α12 α23 + α13 )
= φα12 α23 + φα13
6= α13
= β13OLS
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and

β13IV

=

α12 α23 + α13
1 − α12 α21

6= α13
= β13OLS

Therefore, while an exogenous regressor and instrumental variables approach can reduce
omitted variable bias, it cannot eliminate the bias coming from second- and higher-order
feedback effects in a model of industry linkages. Hence, the reduced form βM coefficients I
estimate in equation (14) include both the direct effects of each industry’s connectivity to
the supplier industries as well as any indirect, second- or higher-order feedback effects.
8.1.2

Estimating Net Connectivity Spillovers with Less Structure

In theory, one could estimate equation (8) in a structural rather than reduced form way.
This includes avoiding parameterizing the net spillovers into the four βM parameters I specify
in equation (9). To do so, one would first move the ∆ ln (Lci ) terms in equation (8) to one
side, define αii ≡ 1 − β − γ, and write L as an implicit function of the prices of capital, labor,
and output, r, w, and p:


γ∆ ln (r) + (1 − γ) ∆ ln (wc ) − ∆ ln (pi ) − ∆ ln (Aci ) = 


X

αik ∆ ln (Lck (r, w, p))(24)

k∈I

Collapsing the left-hand-side of this equation into a single term Zci (r, w, p) that the firm
takes as exogenous then gives:


Zci (r, w, p) = 


X

αik ∆ ln (Lck (r, w, p))

k∈I
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(25)

which, in expanded matrix notation form with ∆ ln (L) as L̃ is:
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Structural estimation would then estimate the full set of









(26)

I·(I−1)
2

parameters in the submatrix

A. In matrix notation with the C · I × C · I matrix A written as Φ, this can be written as:

Z = ΦL̃

(27)

L̃ = Φ−1 Z

(28)

which, solved for L̃ gives:

In my estimation, instead of structurally estimating Φ−1 , I first reduce the number of
αik parameters from

I·(I−1)
2

to 4 by specifying that αik = βIn Inik + βOut Outik + βL Laborik +

βI Ideasik . I next proceed to estimate a triple-differences reduced form equation that captures
all higher-order “feedback” effects in the same parameter as the direct effects.
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8.2

Data Construction Calculations

8.2.1

Synthetic Industry Creation, 1880-1930 and 1940-1990

To ensure a consistent set of industries throughout each sample period, I re-categorize all
industries in non-introduction years from their given industry categorization to an introductionyear industry categorization. I proceed in three steps. First, I create a list of all industries
in each Census of Manufactures, 1880-1987. Second, I find documentation in each Census
detailing all industry consolidations and splits from the previous Census to the current Census. Third, I use this documentation to construct two Census-to-Census mapping variables:
one indicating the percentage of each prior year Census industry that maps into each current year Census industry, and a second indicating the reverse. I create the first variable
by assigning the data pertaining to industries from in the prior year Census to current year
Census industries according to the fraction of current year Census industry employment in
each current year Census industry that receives some of the prior year Census industry. For
example, if prior year Census industry A divides into current year Census industries B and
C, then I assign a fraction
fraction

empC
empB +empC

empB
empB +empC

of industry A’s data to industry B and the remaining

of industry A’s data to industry C. This converts the prior year Census

industry into a current year Census industry. I do this year-by-year for all industries in
all years prior to introduction years (i.e. 1880-1900 for the automobile introduction and
1947-1954 for the semiconductor introduction).
The second mapping variable is calculated in the reverse manner and is therefore used
to map industries back in time rather than forward in time. Specifically, for each postintroduction Census year industry, I assign the data of each year later year Census industry
to the earlier year Census industry according to the percentage of the total early year Census
employment across all of the early year Census industries into which each later year Census
industry maps. For example, if later year Census industry A is a consolidation of earlier
year Census industries B and C, then I assign a fraction
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empB
empB +empC

of later year Census

industry A’s data to earlier year Census industry B and the remaining fraction

empC
empB +empC

to earlier year Census industry C. This converts the later year Census industry into an
earlier year Census industry. I do this year-by-year for all industries in all years following
an introduction year (i.e. 1909-1929 for the automobile introduction and 1963-1987 for the
semiconductor introduction).
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Figure 1. Contiguous-County “Cities” in US Censuses of Manufactures, 1880-1990

Both
Automobiles only
Semiconductors only

Notes: Each contiguous-county “city” is shaded based on the number of samples in which it is used. The white
counties are counties that are part of cities used in only the 1880-1930 automobiles introduction sample. The striped
counties are counties that are part of cities used in only the 1940-1990 semiconductors sample. The dark grey
counties are counties that are part of cities used in both samples. Manufacturing data are from the US Census of
Manufactures.
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Figure 2. Log Employment of Newly Introduced Manufacturing Industries and All Other
Industries, 1880 and 1987

Notes: Data are from the US Census of Manufactures, 1880-1987. Drop-down lines are drawn in 1904, the year the
automobiles industry was introduced into the Census of Manufactures, and 1958, the year the electronics
components industry was introduced into the Census of Manufactures. The “All Other Industries” line excludes
supplier industries and is set to zero in the pre-invention years, 1900 and 1954. The “New Industry” line is equal to
the “All Other Industries Line” in the invention years, 1904 and 1958.
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Figure 3. Log Employment of Newly Introduced Manufacturing Industries, Their Supplier
Industries, and All Other Industries, 1880-1987

Notes: Data are from the US Census of Manufactures, 1880-1987. Drop-down lines are drawn in 1904, the year the
automobiles industry was introduced into the Census of Manufactures, and 1958, the year the electronics
components industry was introduced into the Census of Manufactures. The supplier industry is comprised of the
Census industries that map into the industry category in contemporaneous input-output tables with the largest
fraction of output going to the new industry. For the automobiles introduction, this is the “rubber and elastic goods”
Census industry, which maps into the “rubber manufactures” industry category in the 1919 input-output table
published in Leontief (1936). I exclude the three other “rubber manufactures” Census industries—“boots and shoes,
rubber,” “belting and hose, rubber,” and “belting and hose, linen”—which were not suppliers to automobiles. For the
electronic components introduction, the supplier industries are the Census industries “communication equipment”
and “radio and television receiving sets, except communication equipment.” These are the two Census industries
that map into the “radio, television, and communication equipment” industry category in the 1958 US Department of
Commerce input-output table. That category has the highest fraction of output going to the electronic components
industry category. The “All Other Industries” and “Supplier Industry” lines are set to zero in the pre-invention year,
1900 and 1954, respectively, for each invention. The “New Industry” line is equal to the “All Other Industries Line”
in the invention year, 1904 and 1958.
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Figure 4. BFGoodrich Income Statement, 1902, 1907

Notes: Table constructed from data in the BFGoodrich archives.
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Figure 5. Western Electric Manufacturing Output, by Product Line, 1952-1954

Notes: Table from 1954 Western Electric Company annual report.
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Figure 6. Post-Invention Changes in City Supplier Log Employment, by Pre-Invention City
Supplier Share of Manufacturing Employment

Notes: Each dot represents a change in city supplier log employment from the invention year (1904 for automobiles
and 1958 for semiconductors) to a post-invention year (up to 1929 for the automobile sample period and up to 1987
for the semiconductor sample period). All data are from the US Census of Manufactures, 1880-1990.
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Figure 7. BFGoodrich Workforce, Akron, Ohio, 1870-1918
A. 1870

B. 1883

C. 1918

Notes: All pictures from BFGoodrich archives.
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Figure 8. Pre-Invention Supplier Industry Fraction of City Manufacturing, 1900 and 1954
A. Automobile Suppliers, 1900

B. Electronic Components Suppliers, 1954

Notes: Data are from the US Census of Manufactures, 1900 and 1954. Three-digit SIC industry data pertaining to
1954 were not reported for the two SIC three-digit supplier industries in San Jose, CA. This was "(a) to avoid
disclosing figures for individual companies or (b) because of revisions in the Standard Industrial Classifications
Systems which resulted in non-comparable data." I address the latter concern using the Census-to-Census industry
mapping described in the text. To address the former concern, I impute data for the two SIC three-digit supplier
industries in San Jose, CA in 1954 by assigning each industry a fraction of the reported SIC two-digit industry of
which both SIC three-digit were a part. The fraction equals the fraction of the SIC two-digit industry each SIC threedigit industry comprised in 1963, a year in which data were reported for all levels of SIC industries in San Jose, CA.
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Figure 9. Invention Industry Fraction of City Manufacturing, 1904 and 1958
A. Automobiles, 1904

B. Electronic Components, 1958

Notes: Data are from the US Census of Manufactures, 1904 and 1958.
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Figure 10. Difference in Log Employment, by Industry Connectivity and City PreInvention Supplier Presence, 1880-1930
ln
A. Input Supplying Connectivity

C. Labor Sharing Connectivity

B. Output Consuming Connectivity

D. Patent Citing Connectivity

Notes: Each data point represents the coefficient on the interaction of (1) the normalized (mean 0, unit standard
deviation) industry connectivity to the supplier industry, (2) the normalized share of pre-invention city
manufacturing employment in the supplier industry, and (3) year dummies, in a city-industry-year level regression
of log employment on all four connectivity measure interactions (and their sub-interactions) plus city-by-year and
industry-by-year fixed effects. Robust standard errors clustered at the city level are show by dashed lines. The
dropdown line is at the pre-invention year—the year the share of city manufacturing employment in the supplier
industry is measured. The sample includes all city-industry-year observations whose industry was present in a city in
the pre-invention year. Manufacturing data are from the US Census of Manufactures. Input-output data are from
Leontief (1936). Labor data are from the 1940 US Census of Population. Patent data are from the USPTO.
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Figure 11. Railroad Per-Ton-Mile Costs ($2012), 1890-1980

Notes: Data are from the Historical Statistics of the United States (2013), Series Df965-979. The two drop-down
lines are at 1904, the year the automobiles industry was introduced into the Census of Manufactures, and 1958, the
year the electronics components industry was introduced into the Census of Manufactures.
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Figure 12. Difference in Log Employment, by Industry Connectivity and City PreInvention Supplier Presence, 1940-1990
ln
A. Input Supplying Connectivity

C. Labor Sharing Connectivity

B. Output Consuming Connectivity

D. Patent Citing Connectivity

Notes: Each data point represents the coefficient on the interaction of (1) the normalized (mean 0, unit standard
deviation) industry connectivity, (2) the normalized share of pre-invention city manufacturing in the supplier
industries, and (3) year dummies, in a city-industry-year level regression of log employment on all four connectivity
measure interactions (and their sub-interactions) plus city-by-year and industry-by-year fixed effects. Robust
standard errors clustered at the city level are shown in dashed lines. The dropdown line is at the pre-invention
year—the year the share of city manufacturing employment in the supplier industry is measured. The sample
includes all city-industry-year observations whose industry was present in a city in the pre-invention year.
Manufacturing data are from the US Census of Manufactures. Input-output data are from the US Department of
Commerce. Labor data are from the 1960 US Census of Population. Patent data are from the USPTO.
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Figure 13. Educational Attainment, US Males Aged 25 and Older, and all Manufacturing
Workers, 1940-1980
A. Share of US Males Aged 25 and Older with at Least a High School Degree, 1940-1980

B. Average Number of Years of Schooling Among Manufacturing Workers, 1940 and 1960

Notes: Data in Panel A are from the US Census Bureau. Data in Panel B are from the 1940 and 1960 one-percent
samples of the Census of Population and the US Census of Manufactures, 1904 and 1958. The two drop-down lines
are at 1904, the year the automobiles industry was introduced into the Census of Manufactures, and 1958, the year
the electronic components industry was introduced into the Census of Manufactures.
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Figure 14. Private Sector and Manufacturing Sector Union Membership Rates, 1900-1990
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Notes: Data are from the CPS and BLS.
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Figure 15. Estimates of Agglomeration Economies, 1973-2009
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Notes: Data are from Melo et al. (2009) and Ellison et al. (2010).
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Table 1. Cities and Industries with City-Industry Level
Data in US Censuses of Manufactures, 1880-1990
Raw Data
Census
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Year
1880
1890
1900
1904
1909
1914
1919
1921
1923
1925
1927
1929
1933
1935
1937
1939
1947
1954
1958
1963
1967
1972
1977
1982
1987

Cities
239
113
135
134
79
87
102
54
58
63
70
97
32
32
152
72
83
93
664
668
728
797
769
1,255
1,306

Industries
303
303
309
338
248
337
346
340
252
251
257
264
251
244
279
464
536
159
469
479
512
493
500
608
611

Sample
Cities
132
113
135
134
78
84
93
54
57
59
64
77

Industries
233
252
274
243
208
226
220
235
224
225
226
232

59
61
60
59
61
61
61
60
61

125
131
125
122
123
125
123
106
108

Min
32
159
54
106
Median
102
337
61
220
Average
315
366
77
185
Max
1,306
611
135
274
Notes: Each city is defined as a fixed group of contiguous counties. All industry-level
manufacturing data reported for political units within the group are assigned to the city.
Industries are defined at the SIC four-digit level in the raw data. In the sample, they are
defined at the SIC four-digit level from 1880-1930 and the SIC three-digit level from
1940-1990. I exclude 1930-1939 from my analysis because the number of cities covered
drops to less than 40.
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Table 2. Manufacturing Industries with Highest and Lowest Input-Output
Connectivity, 1919 and 1958
No.
1919
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
…
…
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496

Industry I

Industry K

coke
other textile products
shoes
other paper products
clothing
other wood products
brass, bronze, and copper products, etc.
other leather products
brass, bronze, and copper products, etc.
printing and publishing
…
…
yarn and cloth
yarn and cloth
yarn and cloth
yarn and cloth
yarn and cloth
yarn and cloth
yarn and cloth
yarn and cloth
yarn and cloth
yarn and cloth

blast furnaces
yarn and cloth
leather, tanning
paper and wood pulp
yarn and cloth
lumber and timber products
non-ferrous metals: smelting and refining
leather, tanning
other iron and steel industries
paper and wood pulp
…
…
liquors and beverages
lumber and timber products
manufactured gas
non-ferrous metals: smelting and refining
non-metal minerals
other food products
other paper products
paper and wood pulp
printing and publishing
tobacco manufactures

Input-Output

62.8%
51.2%
48.6%
44.4%
35.1%
34.4%
34.1%
33.4%
32.1%
31.7%
…
…
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

1958
1 Footware & other leather products
Leather tanning & industrial leather products
81.7%
2 Metal containers
Food & Kindred products
72.9%
3 Apparel
Broad & narrow fabrics, yarn & thread mills
54.3%
4 Miscellaneous fabricated textile products
Broad & narrow fabrics, yarn & thread mills
47.0%
44.6%
5 Paperboard containers and boxes
Paper & allied products except containers & b
6 Metal containers
Primary iron & steel manufacturing
44.0%
7 Wooden containers
Lumber & wood products, except containers
38.5%
8 Plastics & synthetic materials
Chemicals & selected chemical products
35.0%
9 Glass & glass products
Food & Kindred products
27.8%
10 Leather tanning & industrial leather products Food & Kindred products
26.3%
… …
…
…
… …
…
…
1,317 Radio, Television & communication equipme Tobacco manufacturers
0.0%
1,318 Radio, Television & communication equipme Wooden containers
0.0%
0.0%
1,319 Service industry machines
Miscellaneous textile goods & floor coverings
1,320 Service industry machines
Tobacco manufacturers
0.0%
1,321 Special industry machinery & equipment
Miscellaneous fabricated textile products
0.0%
1,322 Special industry machinery & equipment
Tobacco manufacturers
0.0%
1,323 Tobacco manufacturers
Ordnance & accessories
0.0%
1,324 Wooden containers
Broad & narrow fabrics, yarn & thread mills
0.0%
1,325 Wooden containers
Miscellaneous fabricated textile products
0.0%
0.0%
1,326 Wooden containers
Miscellaneous textile goods & floor coverings
Notes: Data pertaining to 1919 are from Leontief (1936). Data pertaining to 1958 are from the US Department of
Commerce. In the 1919 (1958) table, 74 (6) percent of industry pairs have 0 input-output.
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Table 3. Percentage of Manufacturing Workers in Broad
Occupation Groups, 1940 and 1960
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Occupation
1940
1960
operatives and kindred workers
43.3%
46.7%
craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers
17.1%
16.4%
laborers, except farm
13.7%
5.7%
clerical and kindred workers
11.1%
14.2%
managers, proprietors, and officials, except farm
5.0%
4.3%
salesmen and saleswomen
4.5%
2.7%
professional and technical workers
2.1%
6.3%
semiprofessional workers
1.0%
0.0%
service workers, except domestic and protective
1.0%
1.8%
protective service workers
0.7%
0.0%
nonclassifiable occupation
0.5%
1.9%
Total
100.0%
100.0%
Notes: Data are from the one-percent samples of the US Census of Population, 1940 and 1960.
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Table 4. Industry Categories with the Highest and Lowest Occupation
Correlations, 1940 and 1960
No.

Occupation
Sharing

Industry I

Industry K

footwear industries except rubber
apparel and accessories
woolen and worsted manufactures
woolen and worsted manufactures
silk and rayon manufactures
hats, except cloth and millinery
footwear industries except rubber
rayon and allied products
footwear industries except rubber
woolen and worsted manufactures
…
…
logging
hats, except cloth and millinery
logging
knit goods
logging
apparel and accessories
logging
logging
bakery products
logging

knit goods
knit goods
silk and rayon manufactures
cotton manufactures
cotton manufactures
knit goods
apparel and accessories
silk and rayon manufactures
hats, except cloth and millinery
tobacco manufactures
…
…
footwear industries except rubber
logging
clocks, watches, jewelry, and silverware, in
logging
aircraft and parts
logging
scientific and photographic equipment and
office and store machines, equipment, and
logging
printing, publishing, and allied industries

1.000
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
0.998
…
…
0.080
0.079
0.079
0.065
0.050
0.046
0.045
0.044
0.039
-0.082

1 paperboard containers and boxes
miscellaneous textile mill products
2 floor coverings, except hard surface
dyeing and finishing textiles, except wool a
3 apparel and accessories
knitting mills
4 leather products, except footwear
knitting mills
5 professional equipment and supplies
office, computing and accounting machine
6 footwear, except rubber
apparel and accessories
7 leather products, except footwear
miscellaneous fabricated textile products
8 leather products, except footwear
footwear, except rubber
9 leather products, except footwear
apparel and accessories
10 rubber products
miscellaneous paper and pulp products
… …
…
… …
…
1,821 canning and preserving fruits, vegetables, anewspaper publishing and printing
1,822 logging
aircraft and parts
1,823 cement, concrete, gypsum, and plaster prodnewspaper publishing and printing
1,824 newspaper publishing and printing
tanned, curried, and finished leather
1,825 not specified metal industries
newspaper publishing and printing
printing, publishing, and allied industries, e
1,826 logging
1,827 logging
drugs and medicines
1,828 sawmills, planing mills, and mill work
newspaper publishing and printing
1,829 structural clay products
newspaper publishing and printing
1,830 logging
newspaper publishing and printing
Notes: Data are from the one-percent samples of the 1940 and 1960 US Censuses of Population.

1.000
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.998
…
…
-0.201
-0.202
-0.206
-0.219
-0.222
-0.234
-0.261
-0.298
-0.304
-0.346

1940
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
…
…
1,821
1,822
1,823
1,824
1,825
1,826
1,827
1,828
1,829
1,830
1960
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Table 5. Highest and Lowest Industry Patent Citation Shares, 1947-1987
Patent Citing
No. Industry I
Industry K
1 communications equipment
electronic components and accessories
18.31%
2 plastics materials and synthetics
miscellaneous plastics products, n.e.c.
16.94%
3 paints and allied products
miscellaneous plastics products, n.e.c.
15.68%
4 household audio and video equipment
communications equipment
15.65%
5 industrial inorganic chemicals
miscellaneous chemical products
15.27%
6 paperboard containers and boxes
miscellaneous converted paper products
14.97%
7 communications equipment
search and navigation equipment
14.69%
14.38%
8 petroleum refining
miscellaneous petroleum and coal products
9 industrial organic chemicals
miscellaneous chemical products
14.28%
10 computer and office equipment
photographic equipment and supplies
14.25%
… …
…
…
… …
…
…
8,181 fats and oils
miscellaneous apparel and accessories
0.00%
8,182 fats and oils
girls' and children's outerwear
0.00%
8,183 newspapers
leather gloves and mittens
0.00%
8,184 girls' and children's outerwear
logging
0.00%
8,185 tobacco stemming and redrying
newspapers
0.00%
8,186 men's and boys' suits and coats
logging
0.00%
8,187 hats, caps, and millinery
newspapers
0.00%
8,188 logging
leather gloves and mittens
0.00%
8,189 hats, caps, and millinery
logging
0.00%
8,190 logging
newspapers
0.00%
Notes: Data are from the US Patent and Trademark Office, 1947-1987. The mapping from technology classes
to SIC industries is provided by Kerr (2008).
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Table 6. Cities with Largest Pre-Invention Supplier
Presence, 1900 and 1954
No.

% Manuf Emp
in Suppliers

City

Panel A: Automobile Supplier Density, 1900
1 Akron, OH
2 Trenton, NJ
3 Brockton, MA
4 Cleveland, OH
5 Providence-Pawtucket-Warwick, RI
6 Boston-Cambridge, MA
7 Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke, MA
8 Bridgeport-New Haven-Stamford-Norwalk, CT
9 New York City, NY
10 Chicago, IL
Average

27.8%
3.7%
2.7%
1.1%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%
0.5%
0.3%
0.3%
3.8%

Total Manuf
Emp

10,587
15,874
12,111
67,298
137,519
231,673
26,395
68,981
717,823
335,306
162,357

Panel B: Electronic Components Supplier Density, 1954
1 Indianapolis, IN
9.0%
102,233
2 Chicago, IL
4.8%
970,433
3 Boston-Cambridge, MA
4.7%
280,274
4 Rochester, NY
3.5%
111,385
5 Philadelphia-Camden, PA
3.4%
547,042
6 Baltimore, MD
3.0%
188,689
2.8%
90,265
7 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA
2.4%
1,731,977
8 New York City, NY
2.1%
639,802
9 Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA
10 Kansas City, MO
2.0%
115,132
Average
3.8%
477,723
Note: Data are from the US Census of Manufactures, 1900 and 1954. Three-digit industry
data for San Jose, CA in 1954 are shares of reported two-digit data with the shares equaling
the fraction of the same two-digit industry the equivalent three-digit industry is in 1963.
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Table 7. Cities with Largest Invention Year Invention
Industry Presence, 1904 and 1958
No.

Invention Industry
Employment

City

Panel A: Automobiles, 1904
1 Detroit, MI
2 Cleveland, OH
3 Indianapolis, IN
4 Buffalo-Niagara Falls, NY
5 Reading, PA
6 Kalamazoo, MI
7 New York City, NY
8 Chicago, IL
9 St. Louis, MO
Total
Panel B: Electronic Components, 1958
1 Boston-Cambridge, MA
2 San Jose, CA
3 Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, PA
4 San Francisco-Oakland, CA
5 New York City, NY
6 Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA
7 Cincinnati, OH
8 Philadelphia-Camden, PA
9 Kansas City, MO
10 Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN
11 Binghamton, NY
12 Hartford, CT
13 Cleveland, OH
14 Bridgeport-New Haven-Stamford-Norwalk
15 Detroit, MI
Total

2,191
1,949
509
679
183
57
631
190
37
6,426

3.90%
2.69%
1.62%
1.35%
0.91%
0.88%
0.09%
0.06%
0.04%
0.10%

18,863
2,875
4,607
4,589
34,404
11,500
2,558
7,031
1,081
1,364
340
540
824
199
518
91,293

6.60%
5.60%
4.81%
2.58%
2.07%
1.61%
1.43%
1.36%
1.08%
1.01%
0.89%
0.65%
0.29%
0.14%
0.12%
0.59%

Note: Data are from the US Census of Manufactures, 1904 and 1958
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% of City Manuf
Empolyment

Table 8. US Passenger Car Sales, 1901-1909
Year
Factory Sales
1901
7,000
1903
11,235
1905
24,250
1907
43,000
1909
123,990
Notes: Data from Flink (1975).

% Change
182.8%
60.5%
115.8%
77.3%
188.3%
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Cumulative %
Change since 1901
0.0%
60.5%
246.4%
514.3%
1671.3%

Table 9. Most and Least Connected Industries to Automobile Suppliers (Rubber Manufactures), by Connectivity Measure, 1904
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

…
…

Input
Supplying
Industry Category
yarn and cloth
14.9%
other iron and steel industries
1.3%
chemicals
0.2%
refined petroleum
0.1%
blast furnaces
0.0%
brass, bronze, and copper products,
0.0%
bread and bakery products
0.0%
butter, cheese, etc
0.0%
canning and preserving
0.0%
clothing
0.0%

…
…

…
…

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Output
Consuming
Industry Category
other iron and steel industries
0.1%
blast furnaces
0.0%
brass, bronze, and copper products,
0.0%
bread and bakery products
0.0%
butter, cheese, etc
0.0%
canning and preserving
0.0%
chemicals
0.0%
clothing
0.0%
coke
0.0%
flour and grist mill products
0.0%

…
…

…
…

No.

No.

…
…

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Industry Category
paperboard containers and boxes
carpets, rugs, and other floor coveri
miscellaneous textile goods
glass and glass products
miscellaneous paper and pulp produ
dyeing and finishing textiles
not specified textile mills
confectionery
dairy products
pottery and related products

…
…

…
…

Occupation
Sharing

No.

0.997
0.992
0.992
0.991
0.989
0.988
0.985
0.985
0.979
0.979

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Industry Category
foundry and machine-shop products
electrical machinery, apparatus, and
chemicals
belting and hose, linen
belting and hose, rubber
pulp goods
billiard tables and materials
toys and games
sporting goods
carriages and sleds, children's

…
…

…
…

…
…

Patent
Sharing
15.0%
10.4%
8.4%
6.3%
6.3%
5.8%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%

…
…

24 other leather products
0.0%
24 other textile products
0.0%
51 cut-stone and stone products
0.702
328 typewriters and supplies
0.6%
25 other paper products
0.0%
25 other wood products
0.0%
52 agricultural machinery and tractors
0.701
329 photographic materials
0.6%
26 other textile products
0.0%
26 paper and wood pulp
0.0%
53 aircraft and parts
0.688
330 photographic apparatus
0.6%
27 other wood products
0.0%
27 printing and publishing
0.0%
54 miscellaneous machinery
0.633
331 flour and gristmill products
0.6%
0.629
332 rice, cleaning and polishing
0.6%
28 paper and wood pulp
0.0%
28 refined petroleum
0.0%
55 miscellaneous petroleum and coal p
0.5%
29 printing and publishing
0.0%
29 shoes
0.0%
56 structural clay products
0.572
333 tobacco, chewing and smoking, and
0.556
334 tobacco, cigars and cigarettes
0.5%
30 shoes
0.0%
30 slaughter and meat packing
0.0%
57 ship and boat building and repairing
31 slaughter and meat packing
0.0%
31 sugar, glucose, and starch
0.0%
58 sawmills and planing mills
0.472
335 cash registers and calculating mach
0.5%
0.418
336 scales and balances
0.5%
32 sugar, glucose, and starch
0.0%
32 tobacco manufactures
0.0%
59 printing, publishing, and allied indu
33 tobacco manufactures
0.0%
33 yarn and cloth
0.0%
60 logging
0.219
337 phonographs and graphophones
0.4%
Notes: Input supplying is the maximum between the listed industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the listed industry going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the supplier's inputs coming from the listed industry.
Output consuming is the maximum between the listed industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the listed industry going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the listed industry's inputs coming from the supplier.
Input-output data are from Leontief (1936). Occupation Sharing is the correlation of 11-element occupation vectors between the listed industry and the supplier industry. Occupation data are from the 1940 US Census of Population. Patent
Sharing is the maximum between the listed industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of all 1947-1987 patent citations in the listed industry to patents in the supplier industry and (2) the fraction of all 1947-1987 patent citations in
supplier industry patents to patents in the listed industry. Patent data are from the USPTO with a crosswalk in Kerr (2008) to SIC industries.
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Table 10. Most and Least Connected Industries to Semiconductor Suppliers (Radio, Television, and Communication Equipment), by Connectivity Measure,
1958
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

…
…

Input
Supplying
Industry Category
Household furniture
3.8%
Ordnance & accessories
2.9%
2.9%
Electric lighting & wiring equipmen
2.8%
Screw machine products, bolts, nuts
1.9%
Primary nonferrous metals manufac
1.9%
Electric transmission & distribution
Glass & glass products
1.3%
Other fabricated metal products
1.2%
1.0%
Rubber & miscellaneous plastics pr
Plastics & synthetic materials
1.0%

…
…

…
…

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Output
Consuming
Industry Category
Aircraft & parts
5.7%
Ordnance & accessories
3.2%
Motor vehicle & equipment
2.0%
Professional, scientific & controllin
1.1%
Electric transmission & distribution
1.0%
Special industry machinery & equip
0.9%
0.9%
Office, computing & accounting ma
Miscellaneous electrical machinery
0.5%
Optical, opthalmic, & photographic
0.5%
Service industry machines
0.3%

…
…

…
…

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occupation
Sharing
Industry Category
rubber products
0.985
0.983
watches, clocks, and clockwork-ope
miscellaneous fabricated metal prod
0.978
miscellaneous paper and pulp produ
0.976
motor vehicles and motor vehicle eq
0.971
floor coverings, except hard surface
0.970
dyeing and finishing textiles, excep
0.970
photographic equipment and suppli
0.969
miscellaneous plastic products
0.969
0.967
cutlery, hand tools, and other hardw

…
…

…
…

No.

…
…

…
…

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Patent
Sharing
Industry Category
electronic components and accessor
25.3%
electrical industrial apparatus
18.5%
miscellaneous electrical machinery
12.8%
office computing, and accounting m
11.7%
electric transmission and distributio
11.6%
rolling, drawing and extruding of no
11.1%
photographic equipment and suppli
10.7%
electric lighting and wiring equipme
10.4%
engineering, laboratory, and scienti
10.3%
ophthalmic goods
9.1%

…
…

…
…

No.

…
…

50 Miscellaneous fabricated textile pro
0.0%
50 Leather tanning & industrial leather
0.0%
51 petroleum refining
0.820
139 meat products
0.8%
0.814
140 beverages
0.8%
51 Other furniture & fixtures
0.0%
51 Lumber & wood products, except c
0.0%
52 other primary iron and steel industri
0.7%
52 Footware & other leather products
0.0%
52 Metal containers
0.0%
53 drugs and medicines
0.787
141 miscellaneous products of petroleum
0.0%
54 sawmills, planing mills, and mill wo
0.760
142 confectionery and related products
0.7%
53 Engines & turbines
0.0%
53 Miscellaneous fabricated textile pro
0.0%
55 structural clay products
0.724
143 sugar
0.7%
54 Farm machinery & equipment
0.0%
54 Miscellaneous textile goods & floor
0.675
144 petroleum refining
0.7%
55 Food & Kindred products
0.0%
55 Paints & allied products
0.0%
56 blast furnaces, steelworks, rolling an
0.0%
57 printing, publishing, and allied indu
0.597
145 bakery products
0.6%
56 Metal containers
0.0%
56 Paper & allied products except cont
0.0%
57 Paperboard containers and boxes
0.0%
58 ship and boat building and repairing
0.455
146 grain mill products
0.6%
57 Miscellaneous textile goods & floor
58 Tobacco manufacturers
0.0%
58 Tobacco manufacturers
0.0%
59 logging
-0.043
147 dairy products
0.6%
0.0%
59 Wooden containers
0.0%
59 Wooden containers
0.0%
60 newspaper publishing and printing
-0.104
148 broad woven fabric mills, man-mad
Notes: Input supplying is the maximum between the listed industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the listed industry going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the supplier's inputs coming from the listed industry.
Output consuming is the maximum between the listed industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the listed industry going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the listed industry's inputs coming from the supplier.
Input-output data are from the US Department of Commerce. Occupation Sharing is the correlation of 11-element occupation vectors between the listed industry and the supplier industry. Occupation data are from the 1960 US Census of
Population. Patent Sharing is the maximum between the listed industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of all 1947-1987 patent citations in the listed industry to patents in the supplier industry and (2) the fraction of all 1947-1987
patent citations in supplier industry patents to patents in the listed industry. Patent data are from the USPTO with a crosswalk in Kerr (2008) to SIC industries.
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Table 11. Differences in Log Employment, by Connectivity Measure, Preinvention Supplier Employment, and Census Year, 1880-1930
Connectivity Measure
Input
Supplying

Output
Consuming

Occupation
Sharing

0.010
(0.220)

-0.177
(0.163)

0.001
(0.007)

-0.007***
(0.002)

-0.081
(0.214)

0.157
(0.454)

0.022***
(0.004)

-0.002
(0.003)

-0.001
(0.101)

-0.052
(0.084)

0.011
(0.009)

0.000
(0.002)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1904

-0.145
(0.179)

-0.143***
(0.047)

0.019**
(0.009)

-0.000
(0.003)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1909

0.116
(0.176)

-0.211
(0.576)

0.009
(0.012)

-0.002
(0.003)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1914

0.372
(0.269)

-0.019
(0.530)

-0.008*
(0.005)

0.004
(0.003)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1919

0.014
(0.389)

-0.369
(0.418)

0.010
(0.009)

-0.011***
(0.003)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1921

-0.224
(0.717)

-0.372
(0.536)

0.027**
(0.013)

-0.012**
(0.006)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1923

-0.272
(0.666)

-0.850
(0.648)

0.006
(0.007)

-0.009
(0.006)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1925

-0.044
(0.406)

-0.284
(0.748)

0.011
(0.014)

-0.012***
(0.003)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1927

0.061
(0.403)

-0.416
(0.946)

0.016
(0.011)

-0.008***
(0.003)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1929

0.267
(0.558)

-0.590
(0.621)

0.041***
(0.014)

-0.004
(0.003)

N (city-industry-years)
Cities (SE cluster level)

37,177
135

37,177
135

37,177
135

37,177
135

Regression Controls
Industry x Year FE
City x Year FE

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Panel A: Pre vs. Post Introduction
Connectivity * supplier % * post

Panel B: By Cenus Year
Connectivity * supplier % * 1880

Connectivity * supplier % * 1890

Patent Citing

Connectivity * supplier % * 1900

In each panel, each column shows the coefficients in a single, city-industry-year level regression of log employment on the
displayed column connectivity factor interactions, the components of those interactions, and the indicated controls. "Supplier"
is equal to the normalized (mean 0, unit standard deviation) percentage of the city's total manufacturing employment in the
supplier industries in the Census prior to the invention (1900 for the auotmobiles invention). The sample is all city-industryyear observations whose industries were present in the Census of Manufactures immediately prior to the invention Census.
Supplier industries are obtained from an input-output table in Leontief (1936). Input supplying is the normalized maximum
value obetween the observation industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the observation industry
going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the supplier's inputs coming from the observation industry. Output consuming is the
normalized (mean 0, unit standard deviation) maximum value between the observation industry and the supplier industry of (1)
the fraction of outputs of the observation industry going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the observation industry's inputs
coming from the supplier. Input-output data are from Leontief (1936). Occupation is the normalized correlation of 11-element
occupation vectors between the observation industry and the supplier industry. Occupation data are from the 1940 US Census
of Population. Patent is the normalized maximum value between the observation industry and the supplier industry of (1) the
fraction of all 1947-1987 patent citations in the observation industry to patents in the supplier industry and (2) the fraction of all
1947-1987 patent citations in supplier industry patents to patents in the observation industry. Patent data are from the USPTO.
Standard errors clustered at the city level are in parentheses. *** denotes significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5%, and * at the
10%.
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Table 12. Differences in Log Employment, by Connectivity Measure, Preinvention Supplier Employment, and Census Year, 1940-1990
Connectivity Measure
Input
Supplying

Output
Consuming

Occupation
Sharing

Patent Citing

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.012
(0.026)

-0.016
(0.030)

-0.047**
(0.021)

0.020
(0.046)

0.018
(0.049)

-0.060
(0.047)

0.031
(0.019)

0.017
(0.129)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1958

-0.001
(0.010)

-0.086*
(0.044)

-0.026*
(0.014)

0.019
(0.034)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1963

-0.010
(0.021)

-0.088*
(0.052)

-0.018
(0.021)

0.033
(0.038)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1967

-0.003
(0.016)

-0.045
(0.079)

-0.045**
(0.019)

0.028
(0.038)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1972

-0.007
(0.019)

-0.073
(0.075)

-0.025
(0.017)

0.029
(0.035)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1977

-0.022
(0.014)

0.021
(0.065)

-0.027
(0.022)

0.011
(0.035)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1982

0.011
(0.024)

-0.063
(0.061)

-0.049**
(0.023)

0.050*
(0.025)

Connectivity * supplier % * 1987

0.016
(0.016)

-0.034
(0.039)

-0.046**
(0.021)

0.027
(0.024)

N (city-industry-years)
Cities (SE cluster level)

20,222
61

20,222
61

20,222
61

20,222
61

Regression Controls
Industry x Year FE
City x Year FE

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Panel A: Pre vs. Post Introduction
Connectivity * supplier % * post

Panel B: By Cenus Year
Connectivity * supplier % * 1947

Connectivity * supplier % * 1954

In each panel, each column shows the coefficients in a single, city-industry-year level regression of log employment on the
displayed column connectivity factor interactions, the components of those interactions, and the indicated controls. "Supplier"
is equal to the normalized (mean 0, unit standard deviation) percentage of the city's total manufacturing employment in the
supplier industries in the Census prior to the invention (1954 for the electronic components invention). The sample is all cityindustry-year observations whose industries were present in the Census of Manufactures immediately prior to the invention
Census. Supplier industries are obtained from an input-output table from the US Department of Commerce. Input supplying is
the normalized maximum value obetween the observation industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of
the observation industry going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the supplier's inputs coming from the observation
industry. Output consuming is the normalized (mean 0, unit standard deviation) maximum value between the observation
industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the observation industry going to the supplier and (2) the
fraction of the observation industry's inputs coming from the supplier. Input-output data are from the US Department of
Commerce. Occupation is the normalized correlation of 11-element occupation vectors between the observation industry and
the supplier industry. Occupation data are from the 1960 US Census of Population. Patent is the normalized maximum value
between the observation industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of all 1947-1987 patent citations in the
observation industry to patents in the supplier industry and (2) the fraction of all 1947-1987 patent citations in supplier
industry patents to patents in the observation industry. Patent data are from the USPTO. Standard errors clustered at the city
level are in parentheses. *** denotes significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5%, and * at the 10%.
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Table 13. Changes in Net Inter-Industry Connectivity Spillovers, 1880-1990
Connectivity Measure
Input
Supplying

Output
Consuming

Occupation
Sharing

Patent Citing

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Semiconductor*Connect*supp %*post

-0.021
(0.218)

0.161
(0.168)

-0.048**
(0.023)

0.027
(0.046)

N (city-industry-years)
Cities (SE cluster level)

57,399
137

57,399
137

57,399
137

57,399
137

Regression Controls
Industry x Year FE
City x Year FE

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Each column shows the coefficients in a single, city-industry-year level regression of log employment on the displayed column connectivity
factor interactions, the components of those interactions, and the indicated controls. "Semiconductor" is an indicator equal to unity if the
observation is from the 1940-1990 semiconductor sample period. "Supplier" is equal to the normalized (mean 0, unit standard deviation)
percentage of the city's total manufacturing employment in the supplier industries in the Census prior to the invention (1900 for the
automobilies invention, 1954 for the electronic components invention). The sample is all city-industry-year observations whose industries
were present in the Census of Manufactures immediately prior to the invention Census. Supplier industries are obtained from an input-output
table from Leontief (1936) and the US Department of Commerce. Input-providing is the normalized maximum value obetween the observation
industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the observation industry going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the
supplier's inputs coming from the observation industry. Output-consuming is the normalized (mean 0, unit standard deviation) maximum value
between the observation industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the observation industry going to the supplier and
(2) the fraction of the observation industry's inputs coming from the supplier. Input-output data are from Leontief (1936) and the US
Department of Commerce. Occupation is the normalized correlation of 11-element occupation vectors between the observation industry and
the supplier industry. Occupation data are from the 1940 and 1960 US Censuses of Population. Patent is the normalized maximum value
between the observation industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of all 1947-1987 patent citations in the observation industry to
patents in the supplier industry and (2) the fraction of all 1947-1987 patent citations in supplier industry patents to patents in the observation
industry. Patent data are from the USPTO. Standard errors clustered at the city level are in parentheses. *** denotes significance at the 1%
level, ** at the 5%, and * at the 10%.
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Table 14. Robustness of Differences in Log Employment, by Connectivity
Measure, Pre-invention Supplier Employment, and Census Year, 1880-1930
and 1940-1990
Specification

Baseline

Control for
City Invention
Exposure

Control for
Industry
Invention
Exposure

Expanded
Suppliers

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.010
(0.220)

0.014
(0.220)

0.347
(0.433)

-0.001
(0.025)

Output * supplier % * post

-0.177
(0.163)

-0.139
(0.145)

-0.169
(0.159)

-0.018
(0.034)

Occupation * supplier % * post

0.001
(0.007)

0.001
(0.007)

0.033
(0.021)

-0.031**
(0.014)

Patent * supplier % * post

-0.007***
(0.002)

-0.007***
(0.002)

-0.050***
(0.009)

0.034
(0.033)

N (city-industry-years)
Cities (SE cluster level)

37,177
135

37,159
134

37,177
135

32,820
135

-0.012
(0.026)

-0.031
(0.024)

-0.004
(0.029)

-0.041
(0.031)

Output * supplier % * post

-0.016
(0.030)

-0.009
(0.033)

-0.020
(0.040)

-0.036
(0.030)

Occupation * supplier % * post

-0.047**
(0.021)

-0.037**
(0.018)

-0.057**
(0.026)

-0.041**
(0.020)

Patent * supplier % * post

0.020
(0.046)

-0.018
(0.041)

-0.291**
(0.137)

-0.057
(0.055)

N (city-industry-years)
Cities (SE cluster level)

20,222
61

20,222
61

20,222
61

20,183
61

Regression Controls
Industry x Year FE
City x Year FE

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Automobiles, 1880-1930
Input * supplier % * post

Semiconductors, 1940-1990
Input * supplier % * post

In each panel, each column shows the coefficients in a single, city-industry-year level regression of log employment on the
displayed column connectivity factor interactions, the components of those interactions, and the indicated controls. "Supplier"
is equal to the normalized (mean 0, unit standard deviation) percentage of the city's total manufacturing employment in the
supplier industries in the Census prior to the invention. The sample is all city-industry-year observations whose industries
were present in the Census of Manufactures immediately prior to the invention Census. Supplier industries are obtained from
an input-output table in Leontief (1936) and the US Commerce Department (1958). Input-providing is the normalized
maximum value obetween the observation industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the observation
industry going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the supplier's inputs coming from the observation industry. Outputconsuming is the normalized (mean 0, unit standard deviation) maximum value between the observation industry and the
supplier industry of (1) the fraction of outputs of the observation industry going to the supplier and (2) the fraction of the
observation industry's inputs coming from the supplier. Input-output data are from Leontief (1936) and the US Commerce
Department (1958). Occupation is the normalized correlation of 11-element occupation vectors between the observation
industry and the supplier industry. Occupation data are from the 1940 and 1960 US Censuses of Population. Patent is the
normalized maximum value between the observation industry and the supplier industry of (1) the fraction of all 1947-1987
patent citations in the observation industry to patents in the supplier industry and (2) the fraction of all 1947-1987 patent
citations in supplier industry patents to patents in the observation industry. Patent data are from the USPTO. Standard errors
clustered at the city level are in parentheses. *** denotes significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5%, and * at the 10%.
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